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State rep here to
investigate election
' By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

Racers run by
Campbellsville
for 110-80 win
Page 8
STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

THE JOURNEY ENDS: Murray State senior defensive back Elliott Dunn shows his disappointment following his final game as a

LOCAL

Racer, a 31-3 loss to Troy State in the NCAA Division I-AA playoffs
Saturday which ended MSU's season at 11-2.

Rotary Club
announces
float winners

By WOODY BAIRD

In the Commercial Division:
first place — Mattel of Murray;
second place — Kenlake
Foods; third place — MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Home Health Care.

Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) — Scientists now have geologic evidence to back up their estimates
of when the next strong earthquake could hit the central United
States.
The New Madrid Fault, running 125 miles from southern Illinois to northeast Arkansas, has
produced the largest earthquakes
ever in the continental United
States.'Parts-Of extreme western
Kentucky are near the fault.
Scientist give a probability of
up to 60 percent for a damaging
New Madrid quake, magnitude
6.0 or higher, within 15 years.
Over 50 years, that figure climbs
to more than 95 percent.
Until recently, those probabilities were based primarily on historical records and instrument
readings from the 200 or so small
temblors occurring in the fault
zone each year.
Geological evidence of more
major New Madrid quakes than

In the Clubs and Organizations Division: first place —
West Kentucky Kennel Club;
second place — Calloway
County Youth Services Center;
third place — Calloway County
4-H Club.
In the Church Division: first
place — Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church; second place — South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church; third place — Emmanuel Baptist Academy.

Tucker said he received calls
from 5th-District voters who told
him they were sent to the Kirksey
poll to vote, which is in the 4th
District. Voters at that poll were
only'allowed to vote for candidate Jeff Gordon, who ran
unopposed.
Tucker said as many as 25 to
30 people possibly voted outside
their district at that poll alone.
But county school SuperintenTucker also claims that voters
dent
Dr. Jack Rose believes the
in several other precincts around
board complied with the law by
the county were allowed to vote
outside their districts because the furnishing the clerk's office with
Calloway County School Board a map showing district
did not follow a state statute
• See Page 2
passed in 1994.

were previously known "confirms in general what the seismologists have been saying," said
Eugene "Buddy" Schweig of the
U.S. Geological Survey.
"Only now we're not just projecting from 20 years of instrumental data. We actually have
evidence of big earthquakes," he
said.
If the work by Schweig and his
colleagues is supported by further
analysis, it could mean the fault
can produce major quakes, those
above magnitude 7.0 and perhaps
approaching 8.0, as often as every 500 years.
The University of Memphis estimates New Madrid quakes of
that size can occur every 500 to
1,200 years.
With earthquake rankings, each
whole number increase represents
a 10-fold jump in severity. A 6.0
quake is 10 times stronger than a
5.0. An 8.0 is 100 times stronger

11 See Page 2

Murray man is
frontier expert

Dec. 9
16 shopping
days to Christmas

Hanging of the Green and the

By BERRY CRAIG
"But it's not just a book about
For The Associated Press
hunting," said Belue, an adjunct
MURRAY, Ky. (AP) — Ted
history professor at Murray State.
Franklin Belue doesn't just write "It's about the whole saga of the
frontier history. He lives it.
eastern frontier — the flora, the
"It adds something if you've fauna and the synthesis of Eurocamped in the woods, slept on
pean, Native American and
the ground in the cold rain, gone
African-American culture."
around in wet buckskins, eaten
Belue got hooked on frontier
parched corn and dried buffalo histciry when he was a second
tongue and had your fingernail grader in his native Florida. "I
nearly ripped off by a flintlock read a book on Daniel Boone.
musket."
I've been reading about or reBelue, 42, lives in Murray, the searching the eastern frontier
Calloway County seat, where since."
he's an author, college professor,
The western Kentuckian likes
re-enactor and onetime movie ex- to combine acting and academics.
tra. Belue's newest book is "The In 1991, he was an extra in "Last
Long Hunt: Death of the Buffalo of the Mohicans." He also plays
East of the Mississippi," just out frontier characters in historical
from Stackpole Books.
re-enactments, often on weekends
By CHRISTOPHER CHESTER
"I thought about calling it, 'It at state parks.
Associated Press Writer
Takes a Buffalo," Belue said,
grinning. "Anyway, it's available
Even in a suit and tie, Belue is
A fast-moving storm that
from the publisher at never far out of character. He
dumped nearly 2 feet of snow on
I-800-READ-NOW."
keeps his brown hair long. "It's a
New England left hundreds of
Belue's book is about 300 classic Daniel Day-Lewis as
thousands of people without
years of buffalo hunting on the 'Hawkeye' in 'Last of the Mohielectricity, forcing some to cook
eastern frontier. It emphasizes
on wood-burning stoves while
Kentucky.
IB See Page 3
others sought refuge in
emergency shelters.

WEATHER
Today...Sunny in the morning. Partly sunny during the afternoon. High 50 to 55. Wind
becoming light southeast.
Tonight...Clear and not as
cold. Low around 40. South
wind around 10 mph.
Tuesday...Partly
sunny...Breezy and warmer.
High in the mid 60s.

INDEX

Christmas Parade were the
highlights of the weekend as
residents of Calloway County
continued to prepare for
Christmas. Clockwise from.
top': the Murray State
University Concert Choir
sings by candlelight. People
crowded railings throughout
the Curtis Center. During the
parade, Santa waves to the
crowd as the bands of the
local high schools show their
spirit as they marched down
Main Street.

Bernard Kane
Ledger & Times photos

Thousands blacked out by snow
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electricity for a full day.
"It's colder in the mobile
homes than it is outside," said
The storm barreled northward
Sheila Ghika, 51, who stayed
along
the East Coast on Saturday,
with her husband Sunday night at
dumping rain from the Carolinas
a school in Chelmsford, Mass.
The Ghikas went to the shelter north to New York City and
after learning it could be an addi- spreading snow during the night
tional 36 hours before power is across most of New England.
restored to their mobile home.
They had already been without • See Page 3
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Following last month's election, Tucker questioned the validity of the vote after receiving
complaints from 5th-District residents who said they were not al-

That law states: "Each city and
school district hoard shall provide the clerk of the county in
which the city or school district
is located with whatever informa.
tion the county clerk requires to
maintain a roster of voters who
arc eligible to vote in city and
school board elections."
According to Tucker's interpretation of the law, he claims
the school board was supposed to
supply Calloway County Clerk
Ray Coursey with an actual list
of voters names who were eligible to vote in the county school
hoard race.

Predictions
on next quake
are on target

The Murray Rotary Club has
announced the winners in the
Christmas parade float contest.
According to Rotary Club
spokesman Bob Billington, first,
second and third place winners
were awarded to entrants in
three categories.

•
I.

Kentucky Attorney General
Ben Chandler will send a representative to Murray this week
to look into possible improprieties in the November election for
Calloway County School Board.
According to County Attorney
David Harrington, Bryan Jones of
the special prosecutions division
of the attorney general's office
will review questions in the election process raised by 5th-District
candidate Dr. Charles Tucker.
Tucker lost the 5th-District
race by 134 votes to Rick Murdock (848-714). A third candidate
in that race, Jackie Hoke received
357 total votes.

lowed to vote in their precincts.
Tucker alleges voters in several polling precincts were allowed to vote illegally. One of
the problems, according to
Tucker, occurred at the Kirksey
polling booth.
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IN Election...
FROM PAGE 1
boundaries.
According to a spokeswoman
for the Kentucky Board of Education. the school board did all it
was required to do.
"The law states that the board
is to supply '...whatever information the county clerk requires...'
to make the list," she said.
Coursey told the Ledger his office deals with this problem during every election and that people
often vote outside their districts
illegally.
"Some people may have been
misassigned, that's something we
deal with all the time, but if people in the 5th District voted at the
Kirksey poll, they voted in the
wrong spot," Coursey said. "We
run into situations where people
don't change their addresses
when they move and keep voting
where they have always voted.
People who don't change their
address before an election and
vote in the wrong precinct are
breaking the law."
The issue was reviewed at a
special meeting of the county
board of elections Nov. 15.
The meeting was attended by
Harrington, Coursey, Tucker,
Hoke. and other county election
officials.
At that meeting it was decided
that Harrington would notify
Chandler's office, the FBI and
the Kentucky Board of Elections
and have all three agancies look
into the complaint.
"First, it has to be determined
if there was a violation and the
affect of the violation on that statute. It is my rcsponsibilty to get
the state board of elections and

r7..•

t:

"•:•4
,

sx.

•

the attorney general involved to
determine if a law has been violated," Harrington said at that
meeting.
Harrington told the Ledger Friday that the state board of elections will not be sending a representative to Murray.
"They said their office only deals with financial matters and
how they pertain to the election,"
,
Harrington said.
At the Nov. 15 meeting, Harrington advised Tucker to file an
official complaint in Calloway
Circuit Court to protect his interest in the race.
According to Tucker, he has
not yet filed that complaint.
"1 haven't gotten too excited
about it," Tucker said by phone
last week. "I've sort of been

By PAT L
Associated

waiting to see what the state
would do first. I have not been
contacted by any state agency."
According to Coursey, Tucker
has one month from the day of
the election to file that complaint.
"As I understand it, it depends
on what a candidate wants done
as to what action he must take.
"If a candidate is seeking to
overturn thF election, it would require circuit court action before
the seat is filled," Coursey said.
"If they're just wanting someone
to look into the election process,
there is a wider time frame
available."
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The newly -elected school
board members will be sworn in
at the January meeting of the
board.

Level of schooling
rises in wealthy nations

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Adults in America traditionally
have completed high school at
one of the highest rates among
the world's richest nations, but
other %entries are gaining
ground, a study says.
Eighty-five percent of the U.S.
population aged 25 to 64 had
completed at least high school in
1994, according to the study released today by the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and
Development.
Fifty-nine percent was the average rate for the more than two
dozen countries surveyed for the
study by the Paris-based group
representing the wealthiest
nations.
"For the United States, the
picture looks very good, but upper secondary education (high
A headline in Saturday's edi- school in America) is now betion of the Ledger & Times in- coming the norm and other councorrectly suggested that the Se- tries are catching up," says Annate passed the workers' compen- dreas Schleicher, the main author
sation package by an 80-17 vote. of the report.
People ages 25 to 34 are obThe headline should have said the
House. The Ledger sincerely re- taining more education than those
55 to 64, the study says.
grets the error.
In Finland and France, for exLocal officials voting yes for
the workers' compensation pack- ample,- the percentage in the
age included Freed Curd, D- younger group who completed
Murray; Charles Geveden, D- upper secondary education was
Wickliffe; Kathy Hogancamp, R- more than 40 percentage points
Paducah; Fred Nester, higher than it was for the elder
D-Mayficld and Frank Rasche, group. The difference is only about 10 percentage points in the
D-Paducah.
J.R. -Gray, D-Benton, cast the United States — the smallest percentage difference of all the
only no vote.

CLARIFICATION

countries surveyed.
In post-secondary education,
Canada holds a comfortable lead.
Fifty-one percent of its 25- to
34-year-old adults having completed post-secondary degrees in
1994. The United States was second with 32 percent. Norway and
Belgium ranked third and fourth
with about 30 percent each:
"The United States is ahead,
but not by all that much. Norway
and Belgium are getting closer,"
said Marshall Smith, deputy secretary of the U.S. Department of
Education.
The study says the level of
schooling completed by people in
OECD countries has grown rapidly during the past few
decades.
In the 1960s, an average of 54
percent of the 45- to 54-year-olds
in these countries had earned the
equivalent of a high school diploma. The rate in the United
States then was five of six young
people, while in southern European countries it was between
one in six and one in three.
By the 1980s, 69 percent of all
25- to 34-year-olds in these countries were completing what is the
equivalent of high school in
America. A number of countrics
had caught up with the United
States. Five European countries,
— Germany, Switzerland, Norway, Britain and the Czech Republic — equaled or exceeded
America's 86 percent rate.

BERNARD KANE Lodger &
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FROM PAGE 1
than a 6.0.
A 6.0 quake is capable of considerable damage, depending on
how close it strikes to an urban
area. At 35 miles, Memphis is ihe
largest city closest to the fault.
A 6.7 earthquake at Los
Angeles in 1994 killed 57 people
and caused some S20 billion in
damages.
A series of New Madrid
quakes in 1811 and 1812 had estimated magnitudes- exceeding8.0.
Scientists have long believed
those quakes were unique in their
severity.
But Schweig said field studies
begun about four years ago and
recently completed found evidence of at least two other major
quakes, one around 900 AD and
the other about 1300 or 1400.
"Let's say these aren't magnitude 8 earthquakes," he said.
"Let's say they were only magnitude 7. If there have been two
magnitude 7 earthquakes; you'd
expect in the same,.time period

The Murray High School Speech
Team placed first in the St. Xavier
High School Speech Tournament
on Saturday, Dec. 7. LaRue County
High School placed second and
Harrison County High School
placed third.
Students placing in the tourna-

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
0-6-3
Pick 4
6-4-2-2
Lotto
2-6-13-18-24-42
Sponsored By:

maybe six or so magnitude 6
earthquakes."
Schweig and colleagues from
the University of Maryland studied New Madrid sandblows, deposits of sand and other debris
left by earthquakes.
The size of the sandblows indicates the severity of the quakes.
Plant material, which can be carbon dated, and American Indian
artifacts found -with the sandblows give an idea of when the
quakes occurred. -- The study focused on about 20
sandblows, mostly in the Blytheville, Ark., area but stretching
from south of-Marked Tree, Ark.,
to north of New Madrid, Mo.
"We find these very large
sandblows, some as big as 1811
and 1812," Schweig said. "And
you know the earthquake had to
happen between the stuff it buries
and the stuff that buries it."
New Madrid scientists have recently begun working with archaeologists specializing in the
old Indian cultures -of the region,
Schweig said.

mcnt were Autumn Alcott first in
dramatic interpretation;Clif Darnell
and Jenny Leary, first in duo interpretation; Matt Harris first in humorous interpretation; Katie McNeary, first in extemporaneous speaking; Adam Meloan and Mark
Stockton, second in duo interpretation; Jason Bright,third in storytelling; and Ern-IV—Noble, third in
dramatic interpretation.
Students advancing to the final
round of competition were Jason
Bright and Emily.Noble, duo interpretation; Ellen Carpenter, humorous interpretation; Amanda Conley,
impromptu speaking; Melissa Goldhammer, poetry; Wesley Hart, humorous interpretation; Wesley Hart
and Drew Thompson,duo interpretation; and Colin Weir, impromptu
speaking.
The speech team wiU next compete in the Trinity High School
Speech Tournament in Louisville in
January.
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"If 1 find Native American
pottery above a sandblow and
that pottery came into existence
in 900 AD, then I know immediately that the sandblow has to be
older than 900 AD," he said.
"You know it's a sandblow you
should spend- some time
investigating."
Arch Johnston of-the University of Memphis said the new
findings support his research center's forecasts on New Madrid.
earthquakes. ,
..
"1 still feel pretty good about
these numbers," he said.
The university puts the probability of an 8.0 quake at up to 1
percent over 15 years and 4 percent over 50 years.
The latest strong earthquakes
.in the New Madrid zone occurred
in 1843 and 1895, a 6.4 temblor
at Marked Tree and a magnitude
6.8 quake near Charleston, Mo.
A 4.3 temblor, the latest strong
enough to alarm area residents,
was centered near Blytheville on
Nov. 28. It caused no reported
'damage.
"It just reminded us that the
New Madrid seismic zone remains active and has the potential
for earthquakes," Schweig said.

READER INFORMATION
Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone 9: 753-1916
Fax 8: 753-1927
Subscripikanitan
All subscriptions payable in advance
Home delivery 6 days a week.
1 month
$6.00 I 6 months $36.00
3 months $1800 I 1 year
$72.00

'Quality Laun & Landscape Services"
LEAF REMOVAL SERVICE

1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
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Murray State University President Dr. Kern Alexander cuts the ribbbn at the grand opening of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building Sunday on the MSU campus. The building's interior was heavily damaged by fire more
than two years ago.
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Vampire teens held without bond in Florida
By PAT LESSNER
Associated Press Writer
OCALA, Fla. (AP) — A teenager, shackled hand and foot,
stood listlessly in court Saturday
as a judge ordered her and three
other teens held without bail in
the bludgeoning death of her
parents.
Heather Wendorf, 15, of Eusfis, and three teens from western
Kentucky were given courtappointed attorneys and ordered
held by juvenile authorities in the
Nov. 25 deaths of Richard Wendorf, 49, and his wife Naoma
"Ruth," 53.
Police say the teens, caught up
in a fantasy game that turned into
a vampire cult, cut their arms and
drank each other's blood.
They are accused of beating
the Wendorfs to death in their
Eustis home, about 30 miles
northwest of Orlando, and stealing the couple's car to get to New
Orleans.
Miss Wendorf, shoulders
slumped forward, twirled her
honey-colored hair into a braid
and rarely lifted her eyes during
the 15-minute hearing at the Marion County jail.

She replied softly, "Yes,
ma'am," when the judge,
Frances E. King asked if she
needed a court-appointed
attorney.
The four shackled teens were
led into the small courtroom by
deputies. Each wore a leather belt
around the waist and was led by a
bailiff.
Roderick Ferrell, 16, stood expressionless. His long, stringy,
dark hair flopped across his face.
The edge of a tattoo showed beneath the sleeve of his orange
prison shirt. He too, told Ms.
King that he needed a court appointed lawyer.
Ms. King also appointed an attorney for Scott Anderson, 16,
from Mayfield. Ky.
The judge found reason to hold
Charity Keesee, 16, of Murray,
also known as Sara Remington,
on a charge of accessory to murder. The other three were held on
first degree murder charges.
Although the charges will
come from Lake County where
the sleepy community of Eustis is
located, the teens are being held
in nearby Marion County at the
Regional Juvenile Detention center until it is decided either by a

grand jury indictment or by the
state attorney's office whether
they will be tried as juveniles or
adults.
Ms. King appointed private attorneys to represent some of the
defendants to guard against any
potential conflict of interest.
Ms. King banned reporters
from talking to any of the accused. After the proceeding they
were taken back to the juvenile
center and housed separately.
They were returned from Baton
Rouge, La., Friday night.
The teens were picked up there
Thanksgiving night after Miss
Keesee called her mother and
told her that she had run out of
money. Her mother, who works
for a sheriff's department in
South Dakota, alerted Kentucky
police.

For You We Co Overboard...
So Visit Us'
With our superb inventory
our ternfic service
our friendly people—
It's UM'Wonder That
We're Making Such A Big Splash!

Cooper, 19, also of Murray, Ky.,
made an appearance earlier in the
week in Tavares and was ordered
held without bond on the murder
charge.
Public defender Bill Stone will
represent Ferrell. Attorney James
Hope was appointed to represent
Miss Wendorf. Michael Graves
was appointed to represent Anderson. Attorney R. Thomas
Carle was tentatively appointed
to represent Miss Keesee, who
told the judge her parents may
hire an attorney for her.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at s;liitriell

753-4175

Get...
HBO,Cinemax, Disney

Experts say there 'is little surprise in the fascination of vampires by teens and young adults.
They point to a romantic image
of a vampire portrayed by handsome actors such as Tom Cruise
and Brad Pitt, who played in the
1994 film "Interview with the
Vampire."
Another defendant, Dana

or Showtime
For Only...$495
1

per channel
per month for 6 months!
(That's A 112 Price Savings!)

•Frontier...
FROM PAGE 1
cans' style," Mile said.
His locks lap over ears pierced
to accommodate a dozen earrings.
His legs are tattooed themselves.
Belue preferred the Dancing Dragon Tattoo Parlor near Fort
Campbell.
"One leg took six hours and
the other took four. It really
hurt."
Back home in Murray, Belue's
closet bulges with bree,chcloths,
hunting shirts, French and British
military uniforms, assorted
buckskin bags and pouches, moc-

IN Snow...
FROM PAGE 1
The storm was blamed for at
least four deaths. In Connecticut,
a fireman was electrocuted by a
power line downed by the storm,
and a pedestrian was killed by a
car during driving rain. The
weather also was blamed for a
traffic fatality in Vermont and
one in New York state.
The heavy, wet snow combined
with ice and wind to bring down
tree limbs and power lines.
Outages affected about
240,000 customers in Connecticut, of whom 107,000 remained
without power early today;
100,000 customers in New
Hampshire, with 12,000 of them
still in the dark today; and 62,000
in Maine, where 4,200 had no
light this morning.
Also affected were more than
125,000 in Massachusetts, down
to about 50,000 this morning, and
25,000 in Vermont. Smaller
blackouts were reported in upstate New York and Rhode
Island.
"I'll tell you right now, I'm
not very pleased," said Mary
Tyler of West Dummerston, Vt.,
who made coffee on a woodburning stove.
The Red Cross opened a dozen
shelters across Massachusetts on
Sunday to people without electricity or heat, while 32 shelters

CCFR to hold
fund raiser

"My gestoweh was made by
casins, knives, tomahawks,
feather headdresses, fur hats, Michael J. Taylor of Cincinnati,
powder horns, a flintlock musket who is a real virtuoso," Belue
said. "He made a lot of the props
and rifle.
Belue is proudest of his ges- for 'Last of the Mohicans,'
towch. It's a feathered cap pat- 'Dances with Wolves' and other
terned after headwear worn by movies and TV shows."
Most of Belue's outfits are mix
Tecumseh, the great Shawnee
chief, and by Sir John Caldwell, a and match. "Many whites on the
British officer who lived among frontier in Kentucky and elsewhere adopted Indian lifestyles to
the Chippewa.
Belue's gcstowch is adorned one degree or another. They comwith ostrich and peacock plumes. bined European and Indian
They're stuck in a brain-tanned dress."
buckskin band decorated with
Likewise, Indians on the Kenporcupine quill embroidery.
tucky frontier also adopted many
white customs. ''They used cloth
and wool in their dress and, of
course, became expert in the use
of firearms and their
accoutrements."
opened in northern Connecticut.
Another Belue book — this
The Ghikas brought a couple
one about Daniel Boone — is
of their elderly neighbors to the supposed to be published next
shelter in Chelmsford, but said
spring. Meanwhile, the author is
most decided to stick it out in
not waiting by the phone for
their mobile home park, hovering
another call from Hollywood.
over their propane stoves for
— Mohicans' was probably it.
warmth.
But if you look close, you can
"A lot of them have cats and
sec me as a French soldier !candogs they're afraid to leave
ing over and firing a cannon.
alone, so they're staying," Ms. Another time, I was a wounded
Ghika said.
British redcoat.
About 22 inches of snow fell
"An extra, if not a star, was
on parts of Vermont late Saturday
born."
into Sunday morning, the National Weather Service said. Around 16 inches fell in parts of
Connecticut and Maine, with about a foot in New York's
Catskills.
The weekend storm added as
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
much as 18 inches of snow in
• Clean, Dependable Cars
northern and central Massa• Call Us For Rates
chusetts on top of Friday's snowfall, which dropped up to 18 inches in the Berkshires.
513 S. 12th St.
Snow started melting Sunday
afternoon as temperatures rose
into the 40s in some parts.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

included in this olTerl

Murray
Cablevision
908 S. 12th St.
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:When Harold and Debbie Sneed needed
new health insurance for their small business,
the rates were simply unaffordable. So they
called PlanSource. They were given a wide
variety of choices, and even with a pre-existing condition, rates they could easily afford.
If you're looking for health insurance without
the worry, call your agent or call us directly
at 1-800-677-7323.

PlanSource
Ilcallli
Kelli III Ls
l'itrulta.mg %Hump I.

753-4461
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GREAT HOLIDAY
GIFTS
After receiving a cellular
gift, your friend or
loved one will want to
call you and thank you.

• $100
• War ve:
($

.

• Free
($1?q,

And they'll have no
excuse not to keep
in touch after that.
Because our cellular
gifts include
everything to get
started including
a $100 crecF.t for all
new activations.
United States Cellular"
has calling plans for
anyone. And giving a
gift to someone to help
them keep in touch,
well that makes sense
for everyone.
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United States Cellular, 30 North Main Street, 821 1111
United States Cellular, 1733 Kentucky Avenue, 444-0084
United States Cellular, 906 S 12th Street, 753 7533
Johnson s Furniture, 118 North Main St. 965-226q
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Main Street Cellular to Paging, Main Street, 821-9900 Johnson's Furniture 126 West Main Street, 365-3887
Advanced Cellular to Pagan 295 D. South Lane, 821 1888
Lloyd's.Corner. 323 East Main, 522 8401
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Holland Motor Sales

In the coming weeks, Calloway County Fire-Rescue will
be conducting a fund raiser for
the rescue division of the department by selling offers for
family portraits.
According to CCFR Chief
Greg Cherry, the department is
conducting the drive because it
cannot use any funds received
through local tax dollars for
the rescue division.
"We've been offering rescue
service to the residents of Calloway County since the late
'50s and this is a way to fund
that service," he said.
CCFR volunteers will be
calling county residents on the
phone in the coming weeks to
solicit the portraits.
"I just want county residents
to know that this is a legitimate fund drive for (CCFR)
and not a scam," he said.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Bring in any $5.00 toy to Qur office to
be donated to needy children to receive
this wonderful holiday offer.
Hurry In...Offer Ends Dec. 13, 1996.

.
th and Adams Street, 333 5581
Monesafe Electronics, 5
Porter Communications, 480 US HWY 62 F. 388 7070
Custom Audio, 405 E Centers, 825-8326
Paper Depot, 3245 Lone Oak Rd., 534 0747

Si',' •opre

tor derails Otter t.vprres December 31 1996

_
Rc PthreU Service Center, PO Box 442, 665-5886
Office Mao 5045 Hinkleville Rd. 575 3509
Advanced Cellular to Paging. 3200 Park Ave :443 1075
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'Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
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FROM OUR READERS
Reader agrees with Ainley
Ikar Editor:
on Dec. 3 Murray Ledger & Times reported that the area media put
Calloway County High School Principal Jerry Ainley on the spot
insisting that he respond concerning the four Western Kentucky youths
charged in the Nov. 25 murders in Eustis, FL.
Mr_ Ainley was quoted as saying that he felt "the relationship between
die Florida murders) and our school population is minimal. As do all
hools, we have students that arc troubled and arc in trouble. They
represent a small percentage of our school population," he said.
Npparently the ring leader, Roderick Ferrell, had organized the
V MI'S or had taken over the leadership and along the way had been
c‘pk.11ed from school!
l'schologisis have claimed that vampire like groups offer a strong
sense of belonging and provide a significant feeling of sclf-determinanon, control, and power.
II these descriptions are correct then we should be very proud of our
s. hook, churches and community. We have had for decades two of the
top academically recognized school systems with excellent resource
enters in the state, many super fine churches with outstanding youth
programs and youth groups and a plethora of community groups of all
kinds! In fact we have less of what is wrong with America in our city and
county than most places across the fruited plain.,
Many people move to our community and give more than the usual
amount of their time to coach teams of all descriptions as volunteers. Our
churches are always looking for old and new ways of being a haven and
solace and a belonging community for troubled youth. And we want to
do more-unfortunately some troubled youth will fall through the cracks
in these caring systems, especially when these youths come from
dysfunctional homes or no family life to speak of at all. God give us
wi sch rm.
David Roos
1312 Wells Blvd. Murray, KY 42071

Workers'comp politics
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — It
had been opined by some at the
start of the General Assembly's
special session on workers' compensation that there was not
enough blacktop to make some
legislators vote for change.
Blacktop being the currency of
Kentucky politics in many instances, in the glow of victory
following the 80-17 vote in the
House on workers' comp legislation Friday, Gov. Paul Patton was
gloating that he did not have to
spend a single drop of asphalt.

NEWS ANALYSIS

Richard Carelli
Associated Press Writer
stonsburg, that no reform was
possible.
"I can tell you this bill does
not have one concession to a special interest in order to gain votes
to pass it. We didn't have to,"
Patton said.
"Rarely do you get the opportunity to pass a major piece of legislation, where you don't have
to make concessions to special
interests to get the votes.

"There is no more blacktop in
Kentucky. Thcy's no more jobs
on the state payroll. They's no
more community buildings out in
the county scats because of this
great piece of legislation," Patton proclaimed.
No promises at all? "None.
Except loads and loads of good
government."
Patton understands the politics
of jobs, capital projects and
roads. He spent 10 years as
judge-executive of Pike County.
He served a time as state Democratic Party chairman. He was deputy secretary of the Transportation Cabinet.

"I think it was obvious all day
long we had the votes to do anything that we wanted to do."
Indeed, the closest vote during
nearly six hours of debate and
nearly two dozen amendments
was 51-43. And that was on a
still-unresolved question about
whether to consider aging as a
factor in some workers' compensation award cases.

Patton may even have surprised himself at what few concessions he had to make to get
workers' comp through the
House, which many believed was
so strongly pro-union and under
the control of workers' comp lawyer Greg Stumbo, the House
majority floor leader from Pre-

On that issue, though, Patton
did have to accede to a very unusual interest group — Republican members of the General
Assembly.
At a House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee meeting
Thursday afternoon, Patton
agreed to go along with a new

provision of the bill to consider
aging in some respects. But actuarial consultants said that might
drive up the cost of benefits. Republicans went to Patton and said
they might withhold support if
the section was not eliminated.
"It was on a banana peel last
night," Patton said Friday afternoon. "The Republicans had major problems because they weren't sure. So, yes, it was very
fragile last night. I'm not saying
that same situation can't develop
next Tuesday or Wednesday."
Patton had consulted with Republican legislators to a nearly
unprecedented degree leading up
to the special session and even
more during it last week.
Perhaps most surprising to
longtime observers of Patton is
how little he apparently consulted
with organized labor. Labor takes
great credit for getting Patton
elected — accurate or not. And
Patton has gone out of his way to
thank the unions.
But Rep. Ron Cyrus, DFlatwoods, complained on Friday
that he was still waiting for a call
promised earlier in the week from

Patton. Cyrus is the executive
secretary-treasurer of the state
AFL-CIO and said the workers'
comp legislation will actually
help labor organize politically.
"This is not a threat," Cyrus
said in a rather threatening manner. "I'm telling you this is going to be a unifying measure."
Patton insisted his own political well-being was not the issue.
"(I) never approached this
from a standpoint of political
fallout," Patton said. "I did it
because I think it's what Kentucky has to do. ... Two years
from now, this will make a major
difference in our ability to compete economically."
There is an irony in this turn of
political events.
All but one of the 37 Republican state representatives voted
Friday for what was essentially
Patton's workers' compensation
package. All those GOP legislators last year endorsed Larry
Forgy, their party's nominee, for
governor. It was Forgy who repeatedly said Patton's long association with labor and the coal
fields would never allow him to
do anything to reform workers'
compensation. "Paul cannot take
you there," became his mantra.
Patton may not be there yet,
but he's much of the way. And he
has Republicans with him and labor against him.
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
1 he Independent, Ashland
Kentucky women May have come a long way in recent years, but
the: still have a long way to go — both in comparison to how men
;II kcniiiAy are faring and how women in other states are doing.
!
A recut national report by the Institute for Women's Policy Re: .eart:11. a Washington-based think tank,. found Kentucky women
1,1111 cd near the bottom in every category: 48th in terms of the perentagc of businesses owned by women. 47th in the nercentaec of
women who hold managerial or professional jobs and 49th in wo-,
lucil iii diel.ted office.
In addition, Kentucky ranked near the bottom in the percentage
ii women lis mg in poverty and the percentage of women with col, logo degrees.
The study found that women working full-time in Kentucky earn
r
: an ascrage of 62 cents for every dollar earned by men working fulltime Fven more surprising is that Kentucky women with bachelors
Hiegrecs had an average income lower than men with high school
$17,573 to $20,800, according to the 1990 census. Why
• legrecs
is this.'
1 he lower salaries can be explained, in part, by the Professions
men and women choose. Lower-paying professions like teaching,
nursing and journalism tend to attract more women than engineertic accounting, law and other higher-paying careers. Among those
without college degrees, far more women than men work in low pas irw. service industry jobs as store clerks, waitresses and clerks.
We suspect that an attitude still persists among many in Kenks that a woman's place is in the home taking care of the little
one...While Kentucky has a large number of households headed by
,1111C11, some tilf think that women work to supplement their hushand's illsome and, therefore, do not need as much pay.
hose are the attitudes that need to change. The study clearly
that Kentucky needs to be doing more to assure equal opporlimit Cs for women.
1)1
22 — Press-Republican of Plattsburgh, N. V., on state
gmernment:
It's maddening, sometimes, to try to extract anything useful out
ot economic statistics ... But one telling piece of information
emergid from Tuesday's unemployment figures announced out of
AlhansH Government employment was at its lowest level since
rrSs.
1.01 that, the Pataki administration is to be congratulated.
Contrary to what some will argue, govemm.ent's job is not to be
an employer at taxpayer expense, but to give'the taxpayers the services they need at the hest price available.
A padded payroll flies in the face of the best interests of the
iwople paying the hills. If a service can be delivered more cheaply,
.overntnent's Oh is to see that it is done.
No one wants to put anybody out on the street. But taxpayers
Inns( never he assessed to keep anyone on the payroll who isn't

needed.

liticiency, not girth, should be government's goal.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
MOM than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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Lake latest to enter CIA door
WASHINGTON (AP) — Five
directors in less than 10 years is a
troubling track record for a spy
agency with a jaded past and a
problematic future. Anthony Lake
is the latest choice to try his hand
at bringing some order to the
government's sprawling intelligence bureaucracy.
John Deutch will leave office
after serving as head of the CIA
for 20 months. Of his immediate
predecessors, James Woolsey
held the job a month short of two
years and Robert Gates had it for
15 months.
By any standard, that is not
enough time to bring about the
change a lot of people think is
necessary if the CIA is to improve the quality of its product
and overcome its legacy of
scandal.
"It would be far more desirable if somebody was there for a
period of time — certainly a
two-, three-, four-year period,"
said former Republican Sen.
Warren Rudman. He was cochairman of a presidential commission that examined the intelligence community and issued a
report earlier this year recommending several structural
changes.
"All this turnover is not good
for the agency," said Rudman.
"But I don't know how you
solve that without creating problems that are probably worse than

NEWS ANALYSIS

DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
the problem you're trying to
eliminate."
The former New Hampshire senator said he and other commission members felt strongly that
CIA directors should serve at the
pleasure of the president rather
than have fixed terms.
Deutch incurred President
Clinton's displeasure when he
told a Senate committee during
the fall political campaign that
the U.S. military strike against
Iraq earlier this year had left Saddam Hussein stronger than ever.
So much for Deutch's chances
of becoming secretary of defense,the job he wanted, or even of remaining as head of the CIA.
Roy Godson, coordinator of
the private Consortium for the
Study of Intelligence, said length
of time in the office is less important than whether the director
of central intelligence "knows
anything when he gets in or does
he have to start with a learning
curve."
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Godson said neither Woolsey
or Deutch "knew the business
much" when they took office.
As Clinton's national security
adviser, Lake is a major user of
intelligence material and "knows
the priorities" the president has
when turning to the intelligence
community, said Godson.
"But he doesn't know the
clandestine aspects of the business and the details of the technical systems."
Certainly the human side of intelligence is what has caused the
CIA problems in recent years and
historically.
Just as the furor over discovery
that CIA counterintelligence officer Aldrich Ames was selling
secrets to the Russians was dying
out, another agency official was
charged wi-th working for
Moscow.
Harold J. Nicholson, a 16-year
CIA veteran, pleaded innocent
two weeks ago to charges that
over the past two years he sold
Russia highly sensitive national
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security secrets, including the
names and assignment plans for
many new CIA officers.
Woolsey, who never had Clinton's full confidence, lost his credibility with Congress as well
when he was seen as issuing relatively mild punishments to officials seen as lax in the Ames
case.
The CIA is not the only intelligence organization coming in for
another round of change at the
top. By coincidence rather than
design, the Senate and House
committees that monitor the
agency also are getting new
leadership.
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., was
forced to step down as chairman
of the Senate Intelligence Committee because of the rule against
serving longer than six years on
the panel. Rep. Larry Combest,
R-Texas, gave up chairmanship
of the House Intelligence Committee in order to take the leadership of a House Agriculture subcommittee of far more importance to his rural district.
The betting is that Sen. Richard Shelby, R-Ala., will succeed Specter, and Rep. Porter
Goss, R-Fla., will become chairman of the House committee.
Goss spent 10 years in the CIA.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Donald
M. Rothberg covers intelligence
for The Associated Press.
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MSU recruiting efforts intensified

1

Representatives from Calloway County High School FFA chapW who
attended a recent leadership conference at Murray State University Included
from left:(front) Elishia Adams,(back row) Jacob Falwell, William Parris, Tim
Palmer and Ben Geurin.

Recruiting efforts art on-going in
the Murray State University department of agriculture. A recent example is the second annual Racer
Roundup which brought over 283
high school FFA members and their
advisors from Kentucky and Tennessee to the Murray State campus
on Sept. 27. The leadership/motivational conference is a project sponsored by the MSU Collegiate FFA.
Special keynote speakers for the
event were Andy McCall, national
FFA officer and Stephen Rudy,
state FFA officer.
McCall, who serves as national
FFA vice president for the western
region and has traveled over
120,000 miles attending various
FFA events in the last 10 months,
said that Racer Roundup provided a
lot of opportunities for students to
learn and grow.

Katherine Page, a member of the
Collegiate FFA executive committee who played a tremendous role in
the planning of the conference including scheduling the national officer's attendance, stated "not only
was it an honor for Murray State to
host a national officer, but Kentucky and Tennessee FFA members
had the opportunity to experience
one of the best leadership conferences offered." In appreciation of
his efforts during the conference.
Page presented McCall with a Murray State jacket, donated by the
University Store.
The theme of this year's conference was "Let the Games Begin"
and the agenda consisted of a game
plan that was centered around the
theme. Students took part in sessions concerning: Teamwork (Full
Court Press),Goal Setting (First and

Goal), Professionalism (The PGA
Tour), Leadership (Leadership Regatta), Careers in Agriculture (The
Major Leagues) and Ag Issues
(World Cup Issues).
As the conference began the
participants were addressed by Dr.
Kern Alexander, MSU president
and distinguished professor, Dr.
Tony Brannon, interim department
of agriculture chair and officers of
the Collegiate FFA. In addition to
the keynote addresses brought during the lunch session, the group also
heard from Brannon and Jim
Vaughan, assistant dean for the
college of industry and technology,
and were entertained by piano selections by Collegiate FFA member
Andy Haynes. Faculty and staff of
the agriculture department were
introduced to the students as representatives of the individual prog-

rams at MSU.The event closed with
a representative from each session
taking part in FFA Inside Stuff.
"The conference was very educational," commented Payton Bullock, vice president of the Collegiate FFA. "allowing the students to
consider the options of agriculture
careers and enabling them to interact with other students in their
field."
Conference coordinators felt that
Racer Roundup was an exceptional
event for Murray State University.
They said the positive representation for the university, specifically
by the college of industry and
technology, should, in turn, encourage the visiting students to consider
Murray State University as their
choice for higher education when
the time arises.

More milk production does
not always mean more profit
An ongoing 1995 cost and returns
study done by farm business
analysis specialists in Kentucky
shows much of the state's exodus
from the dairy industry is due to lack
of profitability.
In the study, the specialists did an
enterprise analysis on 42 Kentucky
dairy farms ranging in size from 40
to 392 cows and averaging 111.
"While these herds can not be
claimed to represent all the herds in
the state statistically, some conclusions can be drawn from the data,"
said Darwin Foley, an area Extension farm business analysis specialist with the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
Foley said the analysis showed
lower returns per cow than in the
previous year and increased cost per
cow, resulting in average negative
net returns.
"There was no clear pattern associating higher milk production with
higher net returns per unit," Foley

said."Cost control appeared to have
much more impact on profitability
than in prior years due to lower milk
and beef prices received."
However, while the year was not
profitable on average, Foley said 31
percent of the farms were profitable,
with a dramatic difference seen
between the most and least profitable farms.
"The most profitable third made
$141 per cow while the least profitable third lost $590 per cow," Foley
said. "Of the $731 per cow difference in profit, only $126 was on the
return side while $605 was on the
cost side."
In 1995, production increased to
an average of 16,679 pounds, but
costs increased by $118 per cow and
prices declined.
Production among the studied
herds ranged from 11,714 pounds to
more than 21,156, but Foley said
production per cow for the most
profitable third of the herds ex-

ceeded the least profitable third by
only 82 pounds per cow.
When farms were sorted by production per cow and herd size, no
group was profitable. Herds averaging 16,500 to 18,500 lbs had the
least loss,and those in the 14,500 to
16,499 group lost the in0St.
Herds under 75 head and those
with more than 125 head had the
least losses per cow, while those
with 101-125 lost the mosi
"The trend for Kentucky dairy
herds that remain in business is
increasing cow numbers and production per cow," Foley said.
"While most of the dairy industry
discussion seems to be about how to
increase production per cow, this
study shows that higher production
per cow is usually associated with
higher costs."
Foley said the best dairy managers control the cost of producing
milk even though they may not have
the highest production per cow.
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We can provide Information and coverage for your

FAR
M
INSURANCE
Ask about Shelter's
LIFE, CAR, HOME,
BUSINESS
coverages too

•

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed In KY
TN
759.1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St • Murray

Murray State University's Breathitt Veterinary Center at Hopkinsville has
received $217,100 from the Kentucky Department of Agriculture to help fund
added responsibilities that the BVC has acquired while meeting the needs of
the poultry industry. Pictured from left are Buddy Buckingham, coordinator
of economic development; President Kern Alexander; Smith; Sid Easley,
chairman of Board of Regents; Dr. Doug Cox, interim BVC director; Jerry
Trimrn, 1995-96 Agriculture Alumni Association president and Dr. Tony
Brannon, interim department of agriculture chair.
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Well always be there for you.
Shelter
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New D.E.S.-Rescue Unit phone number — 753-9111

Consumers should use
caution in tree selection
If consumers work hard to deck
their halls, they also should take
extra care in Christmas tree selection to ensure the decoration lasts
through the season.
Doug McLaren, Extension forester with the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture, said consumers can easily determine if a tree
is fresh, regardless of whether it is
purchased from a lot or whether
they cut their own.
First McLaren suggested bending
a needle to check its resilience.
"If the needle snaps back into
position without breaking, the tree
probably is fresh," he said.
Next,tap the tree on the ground to
see if any needles fall.
"Checking for needle fall is not a
fool-proof measure because some
trees do not hold their needles well,"
McLaren said. "However, most
trees grown in Kentucky are Scotch
and white pines so this test would be
fairly accurate with them because of
their needle-holding capacity."
McLaren also said to check the
bottom of the tree for moisture. If
the bottom is sappy,the tree is fresh.
Consumers who buy live trees to
plant outside after Christmas should
check the burlapped roots. McLaren
said a normal-sized tree should have

a well-compacted root ball that is
20-22 inches in diameter in order to
grow properly after holiday use.
Careful care of purchased trees
before they are set up will also
prolong their lives.
"Before you are ready to set up
the tree, keep it in a bucket of water
in a cool, shaded place away from
the wind," McLaren said. "When
you are ready to place the tree in the
stand, cut a one-inch section from
the butt end."
He said maintain an adequate
water level in tree stands because
some trees may use a quart or more
per day.
"Check the water level a couple
of hours after setting up the tree and
thereafter about once a day," he
said. "This will help prevent needle
drop and keep the tree fire-resistant."
Live trees for post-holiday planting should be placed in an unheated
enclosure such as a garage or carport for several days prior to Christmas use to minimize the effects of
rapid temperature change from outdoors to indoors. After it is brought
inside, place it in a washtub or
similar waterproof container, using
sand for support, McLaren said.

"The root ball should be kept
moist, but standing water should be
avoided," he said."Keep live balled
trees inside no longer than seven to
10 days."

PET
TALK

WILD BIRD SEED

by
Dr Bob Salley

1102-010141

Holiday decorations can be
dangerous to a pet. Hang tinsel
and glass or toxic ornaments out
of reach. Anchor the tree securely
so the pet can't pull it down.

Insulated
Bib Overalls

A similar vote limited to eastern Mississippi, including 11 of
the 15 counties in northeast Mississippi, gained a majority last
March but not the two-thirds required by state law.
The program was disbanded after a devastating attack of tobacco budworms last year. Critics
said the spraying killed insects
that prey on the budworm.
Pontotoc cotton farmer Tommy
Harrison, a leader in the effort to
end the spraying program, said
part of the Delta region should
have been included. "If it's so
good, let the whole state vote on
it," Harrison said.

4"

• Elastic
shoulder-strap
inserts

Ia

Even innocent-seeming popcorn strings and gingerbread men
aren't good for pets. And remember that poinsettia and mistletoe
are poisonous!

zipper &
ankle-to-knee
zippers

Deluxe Sunflower
Feeder
• No K-5

50 lb bag

•

Seed Tray
110241102

• Rule pocket &
hammer loop

Any change in a pet's bowel
habits that lasts more than a day
should be noted. Be alert to
changes in color or consistency of
feces. Bloody stools we a danger
sign: notify the veterinarian
immediately.

K feeder
Enterprises, Inc.

100% Black Oil
Sunflower Seed

• 2-way front
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Dry Dogfood!
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Indoor cats live longer because
they're safely away from infection
from ticks or sick animals, fights
with other cats or being hit by a
car. They have a lower risk of
many diseases, too

Automatic Dog Feeder
• Mounts to wails or fence
• Portable tor use indoors or out
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TUPELO, Miss. (AP) — Cotton growers in parts of Mississippi are about to vote on
whether to fight boll weevils
through a regional spraying
program.
Starting Dec. 16, the Mississippi Boll Weevil Management
Corp. will conduct a ballot-by mail referendum. Approval of at
least two-thirds of eligible cotton
growers is required.
Eight northwest Delta counties,
which grow almost half the
state's cotton crop, are not included in the balloting but could
have a separate vote scheduled
before spring.

1102 VIVO

101571:4715

I.

Farmers vote on
spraying program

15"

Wild Bird Food
Mixed Seed
20 lb bag

3995

I066 603'I

An older dog that refuses to eat
or drops food from his mouth may
suffer from sore gums or loose
teeth. An annual checkup and
professional tooth cleaning can
detect periodontal disease.
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Santa sponsors needed now
As of Friday, sponsors were still needed for 118 families who
have signed up for the Santa Project. Families are being assigned
through the Calloway Family Resource Center at East Elementary,
phone 753-3070, or the Murray Family/Youth Resource Center at
814 Poplar St., phone 759-9592. Those who want to help, but canot
assume sponsorship may mail tax deductible contributions can be
mailed to tile Angel Fund, 1169 Pottertown Rd., Murray. Angel trees
throughout the community also support the Santa Project.

THEOS meeting on Tuesday
THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will meet
Tuesday, Dec. 10, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public
Library. Opal Howard will present a program on "Coping With the
Holidays." All interested persons are invited. This is a mutual selfhelp group which has provided a supportive, educational and nonsectarian spiritual program for the widowed since 1%2. For information call Lillian Steele, 753-2875, Reim Moody, 753-0172, Opal
Howard, 753-1998, or Karen Isaacs, 753-2411.
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Anniversary reception
will be held Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Broach, 2205 Mt. Pleasant Rd.,
Puryear, Tenn_
will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on
Sunday. Dec. I s.
A reception, hosted by their children, will he from
2 to 4 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of Hazel Baptist Church, Hazel.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The
couple requests
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Broach were married Dec. 21,
1946, by the Rev.
James H. Kelso at Hazel Baptist Church. Mrs.
Broach is the former
Rachel Charlton.
Their children are Mrs. Pat Latimer and husband,
James, Hazel, and
Debra Broach, Puryear. Their grandchildren are
Candace Latimer-Cox
and husband, David, Clarksville, Tenn., and Jeremy
Latimer, Meniphis, Tenn.

Specializing in Chocolates
from Around the World
Sugar-Free Collections Also Available
Stop By Today!
Holiday Hours: 114-F 94, Sat. 10-4, Sun. 1-8
10th & Arcadia Streets • Murray • 73341971

Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, Dec.
10, at 11:30 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus, Highway 121 North. Jane Turner will speak about her ancestors. This is open to any person interested in genealogy. For more information -call Rena Solomon at
753-8220 or Becky Jo Jones at 753-3215.

Murray Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday, Dec. 10, at 6 p.m. A potluck supper will be served at the
lodge ball on Highway 121 North at Johnny Robertson Road North.
An initiation will be held at the meeteing. All members are urged to
attend.

Lions Club party on Tuesday
Murray Lions Club's annual Christmas party will be Tuesday,
Dec. 10, at 6:30 p.m. at Kenlake State Resort Park. Dinner will be
served. Entertainment will be by Steve Ross of the "Spinners." He
will present the "Story Telling in the Christmas Tradition."

CCHS Committee will meet
Extra Cuirricular Committee of Calloway County High School
SBDM Council will meet Tuesday, Dec. 10, at 7:30 a.m. in Room
104 of the school. The public is invited.

Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday

Now is the time to order
your Bar-B-Que by the
pound or whole Boston
Butt with all the fixins
for the holidays!

(

Friday Night Buffet

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised C.stilsh 6695
Meta, Flied Chicken, Hickory 9
Smoked Hain, Food Bar, Salad Bar,
Dessert Bee, Drink

By BEN GRAVES
Library Director
Venturirio Ferri was one of our
regular patrons here at the Calloway County Public Library.
He would show up every
morning and come in to read the
paper for an hour or two. He was
a very private man and he never
spoke much.(Mr. Ferri was most
comfortable in Italian and never
entirely lost his accent)
But there are lots of people
speaking better English that don't
have one tenth the love of his
new country thatMr. Ferri did.
He was -proud of his citizenship
and proud of being able to usc
the library. We'd see him out on
the side walk, hoofing along,
even in weather that was only fit
for ducks or reindeer.
He was plain in his dress and
moderate in his habits. He
worked hard all his life to feed
his family.(He was a pastry chef
of some reputation in New York
City.)
Mr. Ferri wasn't a large man,
but he walked with the honest
dignity of self-reliance that made
him any man's equal. "Papa," as

Or HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER
FOR BOTH MEN S WOMEN

767-0780
Cindy Barr of
Jackson, TN
lost
1531/2 lbs.

he was known to his family, was
loved and respected by all who
knew him,
Mr. Ferri died a few months
ago. He left a final request. He
wanted the library to have furniture that would he comfortable
and easy to get into and out of.
From his gift we have four of the
prettiest, most confortable wingback arm chairs that you've ever
seen.
If there were more people like
Mr. Ferri, it would he a better
country and a better world. I wish
I had known him better.
• • • •
Velva Maupin has retired from
the library after many years of
faithful service.
Velva is a good friend and was
as good an employee as you
could want. She's possessed of a
grandmotherly firmness coupled
with a good memory for faces
that made her a natural circulation librarian. We miss her.
• • • •
On the other hand, Sandy Linn,
our young person's librarian, has
been chosen to (ill Velva's place
at- the circulation desk. She's
showing a real talent for the work
and she doesn't take any more
nonsense than Velva did. It's
great!
• • • •
The names and faces change,
but they all work together to
make the public library a great
place to work and your best bargain in public services.
• • • •
I promise that we'll talk about
books next week.

Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will have its 1 1th
annual- old-fashioned Christmas dessert potluck on Tuesday, Dec.
10, at 4:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Alzheimer patients are welcome. Entertainment will be by Cindy
and Tiffani Stober, vocalists, and Kathy Culbert, accordian soloist.
For more information call Joretta Randolph at 753-5561, or Cindy
Ragsdale, L.S.W., at hospital, 762-1100.

Cardiac Support Group will meet
Cardiac Support Group will have a Christmas party on Tuesday,
Dec. 10, at 10 a.m, in private dinning room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information contact Shirley Lynch R.N.
at 762-1170.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Dec. 10,
at 7 p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Church."How To Cope
With Loneliness" will be the subject of a group discussion. The SOS
is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for
single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jane, 489-2046.

Ladies' bridge on Wednesday
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
Dec. 11, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. Hostess will be Murrelle
Walker, 753-4517.

Ladies bridge planned at club
Ladies of Murray Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
Dec. 11, at 9:30 a.m. For reservations and cancellations call Eva
Morris at 753-8584.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, Dec. 10, at 9:30 a.m. The Rev. Bill Tate will
conduct the Bible study. This weekly event is for all interested
persons.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be offering blood pressure, vision and glaucoma screenings at all stops
during the month of December. Also available is a Stool for Occult
Blood Screening Kit for $4. Tuesday the express will be at Country
Store St Collectibles at Almo from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and at Hardin
Baptist Association building from 1 to 3 p.m. On Wednesday the
express will be at Murray Krogcr Superstore from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m:
and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Thursday the express will be at Wal-Mart at
Camden, Tenn., from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts
Over the years, the Welcome Wagon*
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people. New residents, new
parents and new citizens all enjoy the
benefits of a free Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuabk
gifts, but also information about community services and local businesses.
For you, it's a new day. Why not start it
by making a new friend? We'd love to
hear from you.

Hostess - Call
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Ingeborg King 492-8348
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Wright, Carroll, Mills to be featured at MWC luncheon
By PAM JONES
Club Writer
Murray Christian Women's
Club invites area women to join
the celebration of "It's A Wonderful Life" at its annual candlelight Christmas luncheon on Friday, Dec. 13, from 11:30 a.m. to
2 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant.
The cost of the luncheon will be
$6 per person.
Linda Wright, a talented local

Monday, Dec. 9
Special service of memory by MurrayCalloway County Hospital/6:30
p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 2 at Pottertown station/7 p.m.
Murray Middle School SBDM
Council/4 p.m./Room 109.
North Elementary Site-based Decision Making Council/4:15 p.m./school.
Calloway County Middle School
Family Skate Night/6-8 p.m./Circus
Skating of Murray.
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./home of Lindy
VanSickle,
Kentucky Barkley Bass n Gals/7
p.m./Pagliai's.
First Presbyterian Church Stewardship Committee/7 p.m.; Dorothy Moore
Circle/7:15 p.m. w/Barbara Simons.
First United Methodist Church ReachOut Callers 11/2 p.m.; Disciple III Bible
Study/6 p.m.
First Baptist Church Music Makers III
and Young Musicians 1 rehearsal and
Praise! rehearsal/7 p.m.
First Christian Church BSA Troop 77
at 6:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./MCC Hospital, Info/753-7490.
AA closed special interest meeting/8
_p.m/American 'Legion Building.
In1o1759-9882 or 435-4314.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) Support
Group/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Info/1-502-444-2685.
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky Self-Help Group/7
p.m./basement classroom,'Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Tuesday, Dec. 11
Murray Lions Club Christmas
party/6:30 p.m./Kenlake State Resort
'Park.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Social Security representative/10:30
a.m.-12:30 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/6 p.m. potluck supper at Masonic Hall.
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and women/2 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library Annex.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/11:30 a.m./Dutch Essenhaus
Restaurant.
Extra Curricular Committee of Calloway County High School SBDM
Council/7:30 a.m./Room 304, CCHS.
Standards/Assessment Committee of
Southwest Elementary School SBDM
Council/3 p.m./cafeteria.
Singles (SOS) meeting/7
p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic
Church. Info/Jane, 489-2406.
Purchase Area Positive Christian
Singles/7
p.m.
Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621.
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/
Support Group/4:30 p.m. Christmas
dessert party/board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/753-5561 or 762-1108.
Cardiac Support Group/1 0
a.m./private dining room of MCCH.
Info/762-1170.

She and her husband, Ron, a
salesman and truck manager at
Parker Ford, Murray, have been
married for 27 years. They have
three children: Benjamin who
graduates with a business degree
this month from Murray State
University; Jennifer, a senior
music education major at MSU;
and Heather, a sophomore at Calloway County High School. Her
parents are Ralph and Sue
musicians.
Darnell.
Judy Carroll, owner of Happiness Place in Murray, will show
guests how to have a home that
glows. She will share decorating
Tuesday, Doc. 10
tips and ideas for tables and manWadesboro Homemakers Club
tels to give them that special hoChristmas party at Lakeland Family
liday
glow.
Restaurant, Hardin.
Mrs. Carroll, a native of MurParis Road Homemakers Club
Christmas potluck luncheon at home
ray, is a graduate of Murray State
of Lyda Sue Collins.
University, where she earned her
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
degree
in Elementary Education.
building.
was
an elementary teacher
She
Coffee Break/9.30 a.m./Martin's
before she bought Happiness
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./First- Place in 1984.

music teacher, will light up the
holiday luncheon with her musical talents. She has a master's degree in music education with an
emphasis in voice and piano from
Murray State University. Besides
enjoying being a homemaker and
growing flowers, Linda loves her
profession of teaching young and
old the basics of music and nurturing them into accomplished

Presbyterian Church.
Hardin TOPS Chapter meeting/7
p.m./Hardin Library. Info/753-8966.
Health Express of MCCH/Almo Country Store/8:30-11:30 a.m.; Hardin Baptist Association building/1-3 p.m.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30 a.m.
Weak, Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m,-2 p.m./for
senior citizens activities.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/10 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Ladies' Bible Class/9:30 a.m.
Westside Baptist Church Women on
Mission 11f7 p.m w/Carolyn Carroll.
Memorial Baptist Church Prime
Time/7:45 a.m. to Glendale Childeren's Home; Eva Mission Group/1:30
p.m./West View Nursing Home.
First Christian Church CWF Group
1/10 a.m. w/Rainey Apperson; CWF
Group IV/noon wNickie Horner; CWF
Group III w/Betty McCord/7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Quilters, Tucker/Frost and Waters/Doran/
Hays circles/9:30 a.m.; Senior Adults
to Living Christmas Tree, Mayfield/6
p.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m.-3 p.m.; Step Aerobics/5:30
p.m.; Lifestyles Contemporary
Issues/6:30 p.m. w/Joetta Kelly;
Louella Beddoe Group w/Martha
Strickland/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Legion of
Mary/9 a.m.
Calloway County High School Boys
and Girls teams host basketball games
with Fulton County.
Murray High School Boys basketball
team plays at Heath.
Senior recital by Sara Balduf, soprano, accompanied by Dr. Richard
Scott, piano/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall,
FA Center, MSUY,
Racers Athletic Association/noon/
Sirloin Stockade.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery,
Center, MSU/open

She is married to Ed Carroll,
owner of Carroll Mazda and Nissan in Murray, and they have two
children, Kathryn and Brian. She
is the daughter of Opal Howard
and the late W. Rudolph Howard.
Debbie Mills, Kl,pxvillc,
Tenn., will be the fatured

speaker. She will share from her
life experiences as a pharmacist's
wife, mother of three, and business owner. Her husband, John is
a pharmacist.
Mrs. Mills jokingly says she
has a PHT degree (putting hubby
through) from the University of
Tennessee. She and John have
three children: Rick, a restaurant
manager; Shauna, a marketing
student at the University of North
Carolina: and Jason, a pre-med
student at the University of
Tennessee.
Debbie owns her own business
specializing in custom home
fashions. For the past three years,
she has co-directed a musical/
drama production that involves

ova 400 Kock. She said she enjoys sewing, crafts, traveling and
meeting people.
Reservations should be made
by Wednesday evening, Dcc. II,
by calling Freda Lovett,
753-3999, or Vida Trenholm,
753-2399. A complimentary
nursery for preschoolers will be
provided and nursery reservations
should be made by calling Freda
at the number listed above.
All interested women are welcome to attend. There are no
dues, no membership fees or any
obligation, said Janie Parker,
('WI' chairman. Christian Women's Club is a worldwide organization and is not affiliated with
any church or denomination.

ENGLISH FARMS, INC.
SPECIALTY FOODS
Make sure this Christmas your teachers
know how much you appreciate them
with an extra special gift.
Mugs, Ch000lates, Popcorn Tins, Gift Baskets,
Coffees, Teas, Hot Cocoas, Snacks, Ornaments,
Mints, Sugar Free Candies, Cheese*, Mustards,
Jams & Jellies, Notecards and Moral

Dr. Carl Baugh, nationallyknown archeologist, will speak at
two local schools and Murray
State University this week.
He will speak at Eastwood
Christian School, Highway 94
East, Murray, at 1:30 p.m., and at
Curris Center, Murray State University, at 7 p.m. on Tuesday,
Dec. 10. He spoke this morning
at Christian Fellowship School,
Briensburg.
Baugh's visits are cosponsored by Creation Evidences
Museum and Baptist Student Union at Murray.
Founder of the Creation Evidences Museum, Glen Rbse,
Texas, Baugh holds both a Ph.D.
and M.A. degrees. He has become a well-known lecturer on
scientific evidences of Biblical
creation and of the world-wide
flood.
His life's work has included
more than 30 years of research on
the atmospheric conditions before
the Genesis flood and the world's
first hyperbaric biosphere, which

simulates atmospheric conditions
before the Genesis flood. Preliminary results show extended life
spans of fruit flies, large growth
in fish and alteration of snake
venom at the molecular level.
Baugh is also a co-director of a
research team which is looking
for Noah's ark on Mt. Ararat in
Turkey. He was excaiation director for an expedition' which discovered two major dinosaurs:
Acrocanthosaurus and Stegosaururs. He has led three expeditions
into the jungles of Papua, New
Guinea, in search of living
pterodactyls.

'to Come see all our great selections today!
Holiday Hours: M-F 9-6 • Sat. 10-4
Sun. 1-5 p.m.
10th & Arcadia Stn. • Murray • 75:1-09'21

His television credits include
appearances on the CBS network
special, "Incredible Discovery of
Noah's Ark"; the CBS network
special, "Ancient Secrets in the
Bible"; and the NBC special,
"Mysterious Origins of Man."
Baugh is author of Dinosaur:
Scientific Evidence That Man
and Dinosaurs Walked Together
and Panorama of Creation.

West Ky. Answering Service
is available 24 hours a day seven days a week, with a
professionally trained staff
always on duty.

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
209 N. 12th St. • 759-9622
1510 Chestnut St. • 753-4295

Wadesboro Club
hears lesson on
"Self Defense
Imogene raimer and Della
Outland presented the main lesson on "Self Defense" at the
November meeting of Wadesboro
Homemakers held at Dutch
Essenhaus.
The devotion was given by
Ann Darnell who gave a tribute
to the late Mary Alice Frien. She
also gave the blessing.
Martha Butterworth, president,
gave reports on the Area Annual
Day and the County Annual Day.
She announced the state meeting
to be held April 14-16 at Louisville; the next Make A Difference
Day at Stewart Stadium, MSU,
Dec. 28; and the Easy Sew Class
by Anna Redden from English
Sewing Center at Weaks Center.
Mrs. Butterworth also spoke of
the need for Christmas presents
for patients at Western State Hospital, Hopkinsville. Della Outland
was appointed to buy a gift for
the club and take it to the Extension Office.
The president also read a letter
on 10 good reasons to be homemaker. Get well cards were
signed by the seven members and
two visitors to Emma Lou Albin
and Pawnee Bedwell.
The club will meet Tuesday,
Dec. 10, for a Christmas party at
Lakeland Family Restaurant,
Hardin.
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Racer ride ends 31-3 at Troy State
STEVE
PARKER

Troy defense
knocks wind
out of Racers

Sports Editor

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
TROY, Ala. — Murray State's
defense was not as bad as the 31
points Troy State scored indicates. Troy's defense, on the
other hand, was every bit as good
as the three-pointer they gave up.
Looking to earn a trip to the
NCAA Division I-AA semifinals
and continuing an 11-game winning streak, the Racers' run ended 31-3 Saturday in Memorial
Stadium.
Troy's defense, loaded with
Division I-A transfers from Alabama and Auburn, forced five
turnovers and frustrated Murray
State's high-powered offense.
"It looked like it was just our
day," said Troy State coach Larry
Blakeney. "I don't think I've ever
seen our defense play as confidently or aggressively as they did'
today.
"We didn't give up the big
play all day long. Maybe the
wind affected them, I don't
know."
The wind at Troy's Memorial
Stadium was whipping from
sideline-to-sideline, which affected the Racers' air game, but
Racer head coach Houston Nutt
said the Racers' woes were more
basic than that.

Murray St
gets royal
treatment

S

TROY, Ala. — When one
factors in their character, their
courage and their ability, the
Racers got what they deserved
this weekend in Alabama.
No, Murray State didn't deserve the exit they got Saturday at Troy State.
No, they didn't deserve the
31-3 final score in a 17-3 football game.
What they did deserve, however, was the royal treatment
extended to them over the
weekend.
From the chartered flight
from Paducah to Montgomery,
Ala., to the police escort before and after the game, the
Racers were treated like stars.
Which is the treatment they've
earned.
Assistant coach Mike Markuson commented after the trip
was over that the whole
weekend was treated like a
bowl game.
Despite wrapping up their
second-straight OVC title and
earning another championship
ring, playing football at Murray State is still a struggle at
times.
This season started with
summer camp at Cutchin
Field, a makeshift practice
field and, due to lack of lighting on their own practice field,
ended at Murray's Ty Holland
Field.
Their fan support, though
growing, is still not befitting a
championship team. Yet,
through the heat, the cold, the
rain and the snow, this team
represented us better than we
sometimes deserved.
Which is why this weekend
was the perfect reward, if not
the perfect end.
It stared on a chartered
plane that is accustomed to
carrying champions — Sun
Country Airlines is the charter
company for the Green Bay
Packers, the University of
Florida, Florida State and
Nebraska.
Their hotel in Montgomery
was, except for the meal service, excellent.
But the topper of a champions' weekend came on game
day.
With three state troopers in
cruisers and two motorcycles,
the Racers received a
presidential-style motorcade to
Troy.
With every intersection
blocked along the way, the
three chartered buses rolled
between 75-85 mph to the
game.
The Alabama State Troopers
were there after the game as
well, stopping traffic the entire
50-mile journey from Memorial Stadium to the airport in
Montgomery.
For all they've accomplished this year (and last),
these coaches and players deserved a little special attention.
Particularly this senior class,
the "backbone" as Houston
Nutt likes to call it.
They came into Murray in
1993 as no-name little freshmen as part of an enthusiastic
young coach's first recruiting
class. They left as one of the
greatest classes in school
history.
"We've had some great
times," Nutt said after the
game. "It's hard to believe
these guys are gone and it
makes me nervous."

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

• See Page 9

Murray State cornerback Sebastrian Jackson (21) and linebacker Ronnie Merritt (44) close in on and wrap up Troy State tailback Arrid Gregory in the
first half of Saturday's 31-3 Recta playoff loss at Troy State. MSU ended the season 11-2.

Troy frustrates Racer offense
Early plays set tone
in 31-3 playoff loss
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
TROY, Ala. — In a game
that lasted three hours and featured over 130 plays, perhaps
two punts set the tone in the
first minutes of Saturday's Murray State-Troy State Division
I-AA playoff game.
• Punt I — Murray State, after stopping Troy State on its
first possession of the game,
drew a clipping penalty that
nullified an 18-yard return by
Racer senior William Hampton.
Instead of having the ball at

their own 38, the Racers were
spotted at the 13.
• Punt II — After the Racers'
first drive stalled, Ryan Pearson
returned Grant Pruitt's pum to
the MSU 31,
Six plays later the Trojans
were up 7-0.
Those were just two plays of
many, but it pinned the Racers
up against the wall for what
seemed • like the entire day.
"We haven't been in this situation before where you're behind and you seem like you just
can't get out of a hole," Racer
head coach Houson Nutt explained after the 31-3 loss. "It
was frustrating."
Frustrating because the Racer

defense played well enough to
win after giving up two early
touchdowns.
Frustrating because Troy
State's defense gave up an average of 14 points per game.
Frustrating because the Racers averaged 38 points in the 12
previous games but could only
post a field goal Saturday.
"Their defense came out
ready to play," said MSU wide• See Page 9
Saturday was a frustrating day for
both MSU coach Houston Nutt and
his team.

Packers
destroy
Broncos
By ARNIE STAPLETON
AP Sports Writer
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) —
The Green Bay Packers confirmed just how good they can
play when they're healthy, and
the Denver Broncos showed exactly how inept they can be when
they're hurting.
Brett Favre shook hands with
injured John Elway before the
game, then passed the Packers to
the NFC Central title, often using
Antonio Freeman and Mark
Chmura — both back from injilries — in a 41-6 rout Sunday.
By routing the team that
brought a 12-1 record into Lambeau Field, Favre said the Packers maybe sent a message to the
rest of the NFL.
"I'm sure other teams are
playing and looking up at the
scoreboard and they're saying,
'Good Lord, Green Bay just beat
the you-know-what out of Denver. We don't want to go there
and play them,— Favre said.
"We didn't miss a beat," said
Favre, who was 20-for-38 for 280
yards.

Townsend sparks
110-80 Racer win
RACERS 110, Campbellsville 80

MSU guard sets
new assist mark

CAMPBELLSVILLE (4-4)
Ifyili 44 4-7 13. Berry 6-19 11-16 25. Stringer 44 0-0
9. T Curry 0-0 0-0 0, Edelen 4-11 2-2 10, Huf 0-1 0-00,
Rucker 0-0 0-0 0. Whitworth 0-0 0-0 0, Grant 0-0 0-0 0.
Termer 1-1 2-24. Harshen 4-9 0-0 9, R Curry 4-7 3-7
11, Mattodts 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 27-61 22-34 90
MURRAY ST. (4-1)
Dahl 1-2 0-02. Dawson 5-10 2-2 15, Townsend 9-14
0-0 20, Merlin 0-0 0-0 0, Story 0-2 4-4 4. Hamilton 1-2
0-02, Page 7-9 2-4 11), Riney 6-13 7-6 24, Minis 1-2
0-0 2. Turner 1-2 0-0 2, Mayes 9-12 3-3 21 Totes
41-69 16-21 110
Hathime—Murray St 50, Campbellsville 39 3-poin4
goals—Campbeleville
Townsendvrv
4-13 (Be r
Irvin 1-2. Stingar 1-1, Edelen 0-4, Hut 0-1),
St 10-11 (Dowson 3-7,
2-2, Page 2-3,
es 2-2. Rainey
1-2, Story 0-1, Harris 0-1) Fouled Out—hen, Harris,
Turner Rabainde—Carrobelleville 34 (Berry 9). Merrily
Sr 34 (Townsend 7) Assists—Cereballaville 16 (IMn
7). Murray St 34 (Townsend 15) Total fouls—
Campbellsville 22. Moray St 26 Technical—Dawson
A-1.569

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

MARK YOUNG/Ledger II Timm photo

Murray State junior guard Chad Townsend shoots for two of his 20
points In Saturday's 11040 win over Campbellsville at Racer Arena.

•••••••

•.
4%

Chad Townsend must have
been plenty tired after Saturday's
game with Campbellsville.
After all, he did just about everything but run the concession
stand.
Townsend, Murray State's 6-1
junior point guard, set a new
MSU record with 15 Assists, but
he also added 20 points, a teamhigh seven rebounds and three
steals in the Racers' 110-80
blowout of Cambellsville at
Racer Arena.
Townsend broke the assist
mark formerly held by Don
Mann (13), and was one of five
Racers to reach double figures in
scoring as MSU improved to 4-1.
"I hope Chad can continue to
play like this," Racer coach Mark
Gottfried said. "He had an awfully good game tonight. I like
my point guard to score, and he
passed the ball very well. He's a
great passer."

•

•,

•
•

Townsend credited his teammates for the assist record, which
came in what he called his best
game thus far as a Racer.
"The basis of this team is to
share the ball and get the ball to
the open man," he said. "The
other night (against Alcorn Dec.
5) Vince (Rainey) was in the
zone, but tonight everybody was
in the zone. Breaking the assist
record goes to the team as much
as me. It seemed like everybody I
passed to their shot went in."
"As for me scoring, it's gameto-game," Townsend added. "It's
II See Page 9
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•Racer offense...

II Racer ride ends...
FROM PAGE 8
"Bottom line — we just
couldn't block them. Consistently, we could not block them,"
the Racer coach said of the Trojans' defensive line, which disrupted the Racers from the outset.
Troy (12-1) advances to meet
Montana in the second round.
Coming in seeded No. 4 in the
16-team field, Troy State got the
edge in field position and kept
the upper hand all day.
Troy's option attack, which
rolls up close to 300 yards per
game, clicked early, leading to a
14-0 lead minutes into the second
half.
MSU's defense stonewalled the
Trojans for most of the second
and third quarters, but the Racer
offense could never get
untracked.
"Our defense, what can you
say about them," said Racer quarterback Mike Cherry. "They
played their hearts out. They
gave us the ball in good field
position, we just weren't able to
capitalize offensively. I should
have made some better throws
heie and there, but overall,
they're just a good football
team."
Cherry, the Ohio Valley Conference's Offensive Player of the
Year, was just 18-of-40 for 180
yards and four interceptions.
Troy State sacked Cherry four
times, including one fumble.
"That was the best rush we've
seen all year. They've got those
defensive ends that were 6-5 and
long-armed," said Nutt. "We
could not block them one-on-one.
We tried mixing it up with playaction and sprint-out to try to
keep them off-balance, but con-

Troy St. 31, Murray St. 3
Illuney St
Trey 15.

11
67 7 5 17-81

first CliasNer
ISLL—Jacksoo I ma Musette's, N. 706
Sissead Gmarter
TSIJ—Dems 6 run Oluedrowo Iddit 250
Third fluerier
IABLI—Han 42 Fa 6011

Faulk ardes

Fo.

TS4.1karagy 27
0.56
ISO—Jackson 1 lue fllusikatog kidu 1006
TSU—lissIt 1 run (brkserkamp leek) 14 31
A-11 100
First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing
Conm-Att-Irs
Roue Yards
Puna-Are
Fumbles-Lost
Pena/ma-Yards
Tons of Powiession

Ti
Mu
17
15
27-15
53-263
80
180
16-40-4 1112-1
116
24
4-305 4-415
3-t
00
7-70
544
21 40
36 20

INDMIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHIf4G-1.6.eray St . Downs 11-211. McCann
6-12. Chany 11-(-23) Troy St, Gregory 1749, Jackson 15-72, Davis 11-011, Keay 3-23
PASSING—Muway St . Cherry 16-404480 Troy
St . Davis 6-12-140
RECEIV1NG—Murray St . Jones 7-56, Swinton
6-73, McCann 2-41 Troy St, Pearson 2-24. Swofford
2-11

sistently they kept showing up
and rushing Mike."
Murray State (11-2) got its first
score on the first drive of the second half when placekicker Rob
Hart booted a 42-yard field goal.
MSU had its deepest penetration of the day, using a pass to
Jesse Jones to get to the Troy
State 15, but the drive stalled
when tailback Anthony Downs
muffed a pitchout which was
leading to a reverse to Reggie
Swinton.
"I'd like to have that play over,
that's a third down and short and
we had a good chance to get a
first down and maybe even a
touchdown," said Nutt.
Hart's kick made it 14-3, but
the Racers wanted, and needed,
more.
"If you could've made 14-7
you've got a different game,"
Nutt lamented in the post-game
press conference. "But that's a
big if and you're just hoping."

Trailing 14-3 with 3:15 left,
Racer cornerback William Hampton intercepted a Stan Davis pass
and seemed to turn the momentum squarely in Murray's favor.
But a pass interference on safety
Deon Smith nullified the pick,
which would've set the Racers up
near midfield.
Nutt argued the penalty, which
took place away from the interception, but Troy retained possession and ended up with a field
goal to make it 17-3.
"Obviously, I saw the play differently, but this isn't a good
time to get into the call," said
Nutt.
Murray State could not mount
a serious threat from then on and
Troy tacked on two inconsequential scores in the fourth quarter to
make it 31-3.
Murray State could only manage 38 rushing yards, 27 of those
in the second half, and had 195
total yards. Troy finished with
313 yards.
Troy's option attack was
mildly effective for most of the
game, rushing for 253 yards.
Though the Racers' came through
on its game plan to stop fullback
Joe Jackson (72 yards) and tailback Arrid Gregory (89 yards),
quarterback Stan Davis chipped
away at the Racers for 66 yards.
Pulling the ball out on the option, Davis ran for 43 yards on
Troy's second scoring drive of 73
yards. He capped it with a sixyard dash into the end zone.
"I don't think it was particularly a missed assignment, Troy
State did a good job with their
blocking schemes," said Racer
senior linebacker Reuel Shepherd. "The quarterback did a
good job of reading the play and
making the right decisions."

•Townsend...
FROM PAGE 8

f

whether the other team gives me
the shot or not. There's no specific amount coach Gottfried has
said he wants me to score. If I'm
open, there's no problem with me
shooting, but my first priority is
to make sure the offense is run
correctly."
Townsend evidently did his job
there as Murray State shot 60
percent for the game (41 of 68),
10 of 18 from 3-point range, and
handed out 34 assists compared
to 17 turnovers.
"We've got a pretty good
3-point shooting team," Gottfried
said. "We've got a number of
players who can shoot well on
certain nights."
Murray State gradually built its
lead in the first half, getting out
on the break for several easy baskets. Campbellsville (4-4) was
within 46-32, however, when
MSU put together a 10-0 run on
six straight points by Rainey and
two each from Detcri Mayes and
Jeremy Story to push the margin
to 56-32. The Racers led 59-39 at
halftime.
"Getting out on the break all
starts with defense," Gottfried
said. "If the defense is good, then
you can start the fast break. We
want balance in that area and we
want to get as many easy baskets
as we can."
Murray State put the game
away early in the second half
with a 17-7 surge that made it
76-46. Freshman Aaron Page
scored eight of his career-high 18
points in the run, including a
3-pointer.
"If I'm open, I've got the green
light to shoot," said Page, who
finished 7-of-9 from the field and
2-of-3 from 3-point range while
also grabbing six rebounds. "Hitting the threes is contagious because when somebody hits one, it
gets our confidence going."
After Campbellsville closed to
within 78-57, Murray State pulled
away again with a 17-3 surge to
make it 95-60. Townsend accounted for seven points in the
run, and added seven more
points, including another three,
before leaving the game with the
Racers up 102-68.
Rainey again led the team inscoring with 24 points while
Mayes finished with 21 and Darren Dawson wtih 15. Murray
State shot 63.6 percent (21 of 33)
from the field in the second half
and the teams finished even in
the rebounding department with
34 each. The Racers were 18 of
21 at the free throw line.
Campbellsville, which was 27
of 61 from the field and 4-of-13
from 3-point range, was led in
scoring by Van Berry with 25
points.
Murray State now enters a
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stretch of six straight road games,
starting Saturday night at Arkansas State. Gottfried said his team
must improve its defense and rebounding to be successful on the
roadatrip, which includes stops at
St. Louis (Dec. 18); against Auburn at Birmingham, Ala. (Dec.
21); at Alcorn State (Dec. 28);
and a pair of Ohio Valley Conference games at Tennessee-Martin
(Jan. 6) and OVC newcomer
Eastern Illinois (Jan. 9).
"Our rebounding and defense
are not where they need to be
right now," Gottfried said. "De-

fense starts with rebounding because if you rebound, the defense
is much better because you're
only limiting the other team to
one shot. The more shots a team
gets on one trip down the court,
the percentage goes up of khem
making one.
"We've got six straight road
games coming up and there are
no easy ones, so this will be a
tough stretch for us," he added.
"We've got a full week of practice ahead, and we'll spend a lot
of time with our defense and
rebounding."

FROM PAGE 8
out Reginald Swinton. "I don't
know what happened to our
offense."
Two factors played havoc
with a Racer offense that hadn't
put up just three points since a
45-3 loss at Middle Tennessee
in Nutt's first season.
Not only was the Trojans' defense better than advertised —
although they did look as good
in their uniforms as Nutt predicted — but the wind was a
curse, as well.
From his first pass in warmups, Racer quarterback Mike
Cherry and his talented receiving corps had difficulty judging
the 20 mph wind. Throws that
were supposed to be four yards
in bounds ended up on the
track.
"You can't really say it was
the wind. We've made plays all
year long," said Cherry, sacked
four times and hit after the
throw twice as often. "They
were playing man-to-man and
we have great wideouts. That's
why I had a couple of interceptions where I just threw the ball
up, hoping they'd make a play.
"Their guys just made good
plays and the wind just took the
ball over. It just wasn't meant
to be."
Cherry's !wave-and-celebrate
passes were key features to a
Racer offense that threw for
over 2,500 yards going into the
game. In the 48-38 win over
Southern Illinois in Week 2,
Cherry and Swinton hooked up
10 times for 224 yards, mainly
by Swinton going up and outbattling SIU defensive backs.
Several times Saturday the
heave was there like it had been
all season, only tht cross-wind
blew the ball out of bounds or
moved it just out of Swinton or
fellow widcout Jesse Jones'
reach.
"They played man-to-man
and we had some deep shots all

vox
[Ilk

:644

I SCOREBOARD

III

"I'm disappointed," said
Swinton, "hut it happens like
that. We came up short."

David R. King is the person
to count on tOr quality Grange
Insurance tor your auto, home,
life or business. You'll like how
Grange can meet your needs
while saving you money. Call
or visit soon to find out more.

OrallGe
INSURANCE

OW parttler

prOteC(i011

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

lake a drive
to !Ante Oak

753-8355

EXCLUSIVELY AT
SPIRIT SHOPPE!
UK Bar Stools
30" & 24"
Tail Gate Stools
Foot Stools

SO
III

-They didn't do anything to
confuse me," said the senior
quarterback. "They don't have
to disguise anything, they're so
good. They really are.
"Athletically, that was definitely the best defense we've
played. We've got a great offense and we hadn't been
stopped like that for four
quarters."
Whether it was the wind or a
talented defense, more likely it
was just one of those days for
the Racer offense. So brilliant
for so many games, they just
had an off day against one of
the best I-AA teams in the
country.

Here's who to count
on for quality
insurance.

4`'`villtatat
\

career, said ii wasn't that
complicated.

during the game," explained
Cherry, who finished I8-of-40
with four interceptions. "Coach
Nutt made some great calls because that's what they were doing. They were wanting to stop
our running game and inviting
us to throw it deep.
"We did what we could
throwing deep, but we just
couldn't connect. If you connect on some of those it
changes the momentum early."
Instead, the Racers found
themselves playing uphill and
against a defense that was the
most athletic and best prepared
of any unit the Racers faced
during their .two-year run.
Troy State coach Larry
Blakeney said his defense
bluffed Cherry into several bad
audibles. Cherry, who only lost
three out of the 24 games he
started in his two-year Racer

IliC )1k
`, It
IL, \11,111`1[1._ I 1.1111 11 I 1,1,'

-4008

Install 400 BUY A
PRIMES4lie
Now!

$8
With Approved Credit And
EZ Payment Plan Only

Sponsored By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

NFL STANDINGS
Al Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
WI T Pct. PP
10 1
y-New England
714 389
9 5
Buffalo
643 265
571 206
Indianapals
5 6
429 292
Marl
6 5
NY Jots
.071 231
1 13
Central
10 4
714 315
j
x-1
1sOi
0nvint
7 7
500 298
7 7
500 306
Houston
Cincinnati
6
429 320
Baltimore
4 10
296 334
Weal
1-Denyer
12 2
.857 357
9 4
Kansas City
"MN 262
7 7
.500 250
San Diego
6
Oakland
7
462 274
429 275
Seattle
6 8

PA
279
241
254
283
402
214
305
277
332
390
240
230
339
234
335

753-8355

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Emit
W L T Pct, PP PA
9 5
643 264 207
Dales
5 6
571 313 302
Philadkohla
571 301 275
8 6
Washington
6
429 254 342
8
Arizona
6 8
429 217 257
N.Y. Giants
Central
11
3
786 357 197
R•Groon Bay
571 267 267
5 6
lAnnssola
6 II
429 237 257
Chicago
5 9
357 265 313
Detroit
5 9
357 177 253
Tamps Bay
West
714 322 188
10 4
.
y-Caromna
711 349 225
10 4
y-San Francisco
1 10
286 256 369
St LoAs
3
11
214 265 406
Atlanta
2 12
143 199 322
New Orleans
x-cInched Orlon OM
y-cInched playoff spot

Everyone's favorite
holiday dish is
the one you don't
have to buy.

NAM
With PRINESTAR®, you can give your family up to 95

"
•

channels in digital picture and sound. And you don't have
to buy the dish. Because)
1 12111ESTAR is a service, there's

Athletic Association
Meeting

no equipment to buy. And it
starts at about a dollar a day!

Monday, December 9 at 5:30 p.m.
Sirloin Stockade
Join us and Coach Houston Nutt
to discuss Racer Football.

So give them PRIMESTA12, and have
the most wonderful holiday ever.

The best value In SateNte TV

PRIMEASR.

Tuesday, December 10 at Noon
Sirloin Stockade
Guest Speaker: Coach Mark Gottfried
discussing '96-'97 Racer Basketball. -

-

Order
PRI N1ESTA R now
and when you sign up
for MultiChannel HBO,
Cinemax or STARZ! and
the Encore Multiplex,
you'll get the first
month upgrade free.

CALL: 1-800-867-3688
r \
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Noted scientist Mary Leakey dies at age 83
•

.

•;. q. A%

•

NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) —
Mary Leakey, half of the team
whose discoveries in East Africa
brought the world closer to
understanding the origins of man,
died today. She was 83.
A statement from her son Richard announced her death but
did not give its cause, saying
only that she died peacefully.
Leakey and her late husband,

Louis, astounded the world with
their fossil discoveries in Tanzania and Kenya that indicated
man's evolution began in East
Africa far earlier than had been
believed.
And in 1978, after her husband's death, she found footprints made in volcanic ash that
showed early hominids walked
upright 3.5 million years ago —

Wherever you go (Cooper
A
go on Cooper tires!
* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
OPEN
Mon Fri
75
Sat 7 Noon

*

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd

• Murray • 753-1111

* ** * * * * **** *

again, much earlier than had been
thought.
"I think it's the most important find in view of human evolution," Leakey said duting an interview at her home outside Nairobi in September. "I was really
looking for tools, but we never
Found any at the site."
The Leakeys met in 1935 and
were married the next year.
Working with her husband in
Kenya in 1947. Mary Leakey discovered the skull of Proconsul africanus, an apelike ancestOr of
both apes and early humans that
lived about 25 million years ago.
In 1959, she discovered a skull of
an early hominid Louis dubbed
Zinjanthropus at Olduvai Gorge
in northern Tanzania.
It was at Laetoli, a site south
of Olduvai Gorge, where she
found the footprints made in volcanic ash by hominids who lived
3.5 million years ago.

In August, Leakey traveled to
Laetoli for a final glimpse of the
footprints before they were covered with high-tech materials to
protect them from- the elements.
She said then that she and colleagues stumbled on the footprints by accident: "They looked
startlingly like our own."
Mary Leakey came to anthropology and archaeology — she
had many honorary degrees but
no formal education in the sciences — through an and what
she called "a driving curiosity
about man."
Born in England, she began
observing and drawng artifacts
during what she described as a
wonderful childhood in France
where her father, Erskine Nicol,
was a landscape painter.
"I dug things up. I was curious, and then I liked to draw
what I found. ...The first money I
ever earned was for drawing

"Choosing HomeCare
Was The Right
Thing To Do:'
,Vell Vaswortliv, HomeCare Services patient
and Camilla Brandon, RN, HomeCare Services nurse

stone tools," she said.
Leakey was particularly interested in prehistoric rock paintings. She only agreed to an autobiography — "Disclosing the
Past" in 1984 — after they
promised to publish a book she
wrote on little-known rock paintings at Kandoa, Tanzania.
Leakey, who loved small Cuban cigars and single malt Scotch
whiskey, preferred the outdoors
to urban life. After her marriage
in 1936, she made her home in
Kenya.
"Actually, given the chance,

I'd rather be in a tent than in a
house," she said during the September interview at her home
overlooking the Ngong Hills outside Nairobi.

CLAS

Louis Leakey died in 1972.
Mary Leakey is survived her sons
Jonathan, Richard and Philip. Richard Leakey, a paleontologist,
became active in Kenyan politics,
joining the opposition to President Daniel arap Moi.
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A memorial service is scheduled at Mary Leakey's home
Friday.

Social Security
serves as backbone
While many people are aware
that Social Security pays retirement
benefits, some may not realize that
Social Security also is the backbone
for families when a parent becomes
disabled or dies. For this reason,
they may not realize that they need
to be in touch with Social Security at
critical points in their lives to insure
that they get the most out of the
program.
Just remember there are at least
five times you should contact Social
Security during your life:
•To getan application for a Social
Security number.
-To apply for a replacement Social Security card if yours is lost or
stolen,or if you change your name.
'To request a Personal Earnings
and Benefit Estimate Statement and
to correct any errors found in your
earnings record.

Yard

A $200
any eh(

'To file a claim for benefits, or if
you already receive benefits, to
report certain events like death,
marriage or divorce which might
affect them.
'To sign up for Medicare at age
65, even if you are not retiring.
When you call, have your Social
Security number handy. Simply dial
the toll-free number, 1-800-7721213, to speak to a representative
between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. each
business day.
All ofthe services Social Security
provides we free — from issuing
Social Security number cards to
processing disability,survivors,and
retirement claims. Social Security
also produces a variety of publications that explain the various Social
Security programs, including benefits available to children.
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HOROSCOPES

F

or Nell Norsworthy of Murray,being able to choose a
home health agency was the first important step toward
regaining her health. And HomeCare Services of MurrayCalloway County Hospital was her first choice.
Thousands of others in Calloway and Marshall Counties
have also made HomeCare Services their choice. With
HomeCare Services, patients find they receive superior care,
family-like compassion from experienced medical professionals,and a
wide variety of in-home care including:•Skilled Nursing Care•Private
Duty Nursing •HomeCare Aide•Homemaker and Respite Care•Repiratoly
Care- 4,-PhysicatTherapy *Speech Therapy•Nutrition Counseling•Medicat - SocialService•Pharmacy Service.

TUESDAY,DECEMBER 10, 1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of -birttveall I-9(X)-44gli-77f48.-Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are intelligent, reserved and modest—preferring to let their actions speak for them. Highly spiritual. these Sagittarians
Vl ill show a strong interest in religion. A desire for privacy will influence
these Sagimu-ians' friendships. They do not feel comfortable with individuals who brag about themselves or reveal other people's secrets. Parenthood
will bring forth their caring, nurturing side for all to see! They make fabulous teachers and clergy members.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE nature is a big asset.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Take advantage of a golden opportu- Exchanging data with well-informed
nity that arises in Jahuary' . Your intu- associates helps get an important
venture ofrthe launching pad.
ition is your best guide in both
granted.
: Expect your requests to
career and romance,_ If a_ May
-de'will feifui reiTli
December alliance-feels rig-hi, go for -Roniik
it As your work responsibilities touch.
GEMINI (May 21-June 201: A
increase, delegate routine chores to
subordinates. A child will do you good day for buying and selling
proud next June. Investing in a valuable objects. Trust your sixth
once-in-a-lifetime real estate deal sense when judging the quality of an
could put you on easy street. Fall of item you are offered. A friend's
MURRAY
97 is the ideal time for a trip over- inpUrturns a project into a paying
proposition.
seas. Consult a travel agent.
CALLOWAY
CANCER (June 2I-July 22): A
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: poet Emily Dickinson, co-worker's attitude may he puzCOUNTY
movie star Dorothy Lamour, basket- zling. Time is too short for you to
liOSPITAL
ball player Mark Aguirre. director dwell on things beyond your control. Showcase your special talents
Kenneth Branagh.
to attract the notice of influential
19):
ARIES
(March
2I-April
Benton Office: 207 Ash Street • Renton, Ky. 42025 •(502)527-2325 • 1-800-455-2316
people.
Assistance comes from a mysterious
Murray 0/fir-e: 903 Poplar Street • Murray, Ky. 42071 •(502)762-1537 • 1-800-822-1840
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Diplosource. A weight is lifted from your
macy and compromise help you win
shoulders. Be grateful for favors
a battle of wits. Cement uew
large and small! Your optimistic
alliances in writing. Paying cash for
last-minute holiday purchases will
help you avoid high interest charges.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Changing your lifestyle promises
great happiness for you and your
loved ones. Financial planning is
essential. Discuss household needs
with your mate or partner.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Letting someone in on a secret will
transform your entire relationship.
At work, concentrate on improving
the bottom line. A benefactor could
develop romantic feelings for you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Be patient with those who do not
understand your views. Progress
comes when you contact former
V Main News
employers or colleagues. Put your
romantic partner's needs first if a
V Sports Features
longtime arrangement suddenly
comes to an end.
V Jots Datebook
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Going back to school will
V Classified Ads
widen your intellectual horizons.
Update your home library. A new
V Retail Ads
relationship could be a dream come
true. Use tact when dealing with
V Horoscopes
anyone who questions your authority.
V Cartoons
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): An exciting new relationship
and much more!
could change your outlook. Avoid
raiding your financial reserves. Children will learn from your example.
Be frugal. Look for painless ways to
reduce your holiday fobd bills.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Instead of dropping hints, voice
your approval or dismay directly.
Homemade gifts from the kitchen
prove highly popular this month.
MURRAY
Others appreciate your efforts to
give them something special.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Your good humor is contagious.
Once you get a difficult co-worker's
cooperation. you will accomplish
more. Professional alliances enjoy
favorable influences. Be modest
when accepting an award or honor.
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CLASSIFIED
TsviugE co. 753-1916

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
121iPlray
$600 Column Inch
AO% Discount 2nd Run.
oe's Discount Sas Run
(.413 Ada slue It,. Winn is Dcrs Ivectat
• $2 00 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

ANNOUNCEMENIS
010
020
025
330
340
350

Reader Adl
30t per woe:1.46,00 mmum
lit day.6C per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day $200 extra for Shopper
(Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide> $2.00 extra for
blind box ads

90
370
Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid 3910
A $2 00 fee will Inr• required to mak• 400
any changes to ad art*, deadline. 550

.0()0

o'
Notice
Personas
Cora of Thanks
▪ MemorY
,ort & Found
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
L.Jvertocit & SJPorhes
Poultry & Suppins
Produce
Feed & Seed

020

020

HUDSON'S
WESTERN
STORE

Accepting bids
for contract labor:
snow removal,
painting, carpet
ckaning &
Lawn service.

Chilstmas Special
Tack galore"
'Nee shipment of ii&H,
Georgia von toots
*Oilskin duster
Special OM

Call 759-2282
(leave message)

Located 10 mass East •
Hwy. 94, Murray, KY.

ALTERATIONS Ruth's
See & Sew 753 6981
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment dothing $1 00 Buys mens,
women, children Jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
trod loca, clam ServiCe-

MastercardiVna accepted
(502)753-4545
You/ Bi.ci,iuss
t],itiy Appreciated"

FOUND dog with chain
15th & Vine area
759 5134

Help
Wanted
AVON $7-$15/hour, com
mission It's E-Z No door to
door No minimum order
Benefits/bonuses
1 800 SELL-AVON Ind/
Sales/Rep Earn cash
767-0779
CASTING Movie Extras
Production Trainees Film
Studio 502-329 8040

I Aaron Edwards of PO Box
909. Murray, KY am no COLORTYME now accept
longer physically, finan- mg applications for delivery
cially or otherwise asso- specialists Competetive
ciated with Diamond Polish wages Come ion our team
Janitorial Service
at 408 N 12th St No phone
calls please EOE
LET me bake the cup cakes
for your childs school EARN $1,000 weekly stuf
fing envelopes at home
Christmas party $4 50/dz
Start now No experience
753 7773
Free supplies, info No obligation Send LSASE to
ACE, dept 1209 Box 5137,
Diamond Bar, CA 91765

Classified

laPCOVERING
CARPET & Fi
Doing it right the first time costs
I... than doing it over.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jim Knight Seim & Installation ia,,
taaa Rd I
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
Kr”ght s
Hwy 641 - 1./2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards I"

7534'728

UNHEARD OF PRICES AT
STOREWIDE REMODELING SALE
Now Going On At

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray On The
4-Lane Across From Memorial Gardens
E-L Terms

Free Delivery

110

753-4566

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
, If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium,
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Moo e
28C
toi Re,
"
255 Moae Horre ,ors for Rani
330
Business Rentals
3 10
Wont o Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
330
340
Houses For Rent
360
Cot Rent or Lease

Motorcycles
ALito Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

150

EXPERIENCED carpenter
in custom framing & finish
ing Must be ambitious
502-436-2766

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

LPN for busy gastroenteroi
ogy practice, excellent ben
ehts & pleasant working
atmosphere Drop off or
mail resume to Dr Monte
Finch, 719 Elm St
NEED cook immediately for
Calloway Co Jail Mainly
morning hours but will vary
No experience necessary
Please call Carol,
753-3248 afternoons or be
tween hours of Sam 2pm
759-3965
PART time experienced
waitress Must have outgoing personality & be very
motivated Apply in person
at Pam's. 410 Main St,
Mon Fri, 2pm 4pm No
phone calls please
PART time' Full-time post
bon available Apply in person All In- One Sewing
Center, 95 Chestnut St

CASH for GI JOE toys old
or new 753-7185
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
STANDING TIMBER any
species large or small
tracts 502 753 2533
WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867
150
Articles
For Sale
1870 CENSUS Calloway
County Fully indexed
$15 00 +$2 00 srh
753-5797, Patricia Williams. PO Box 656, Murray
1995 & 1996 HOLIDAY
Barbies 489 2626
1996 HOLIDAY Barbie
Sega with 5 extra games
and two control pads Very
elegant full length red se
gums Christmas or prom
dress Call 759 9362

POSITIONS available Persons needed to prepare
Income Tax Returns Seasonal work We will train
753 9204 or 4,37 4531

2 CEMETARY plots in Mur
ray Memorial Gardens Call
759 2174 after 5

SONIC of Murray is now
hiring for day shift Apply in
person at 217 S 12th St No
phone calls please
TEXAS oil company urgently needs dependable
person now in Murray area
Regardless of training,
write T D Hopkins, Dept
S-42071, Box 711, Ft
Worth, TX 76101-0711

070
Domestic
Childcare
CAROLS Cleaning Reasonable rates, bonded
Please call 753-9351, ask
for Toni
CHILDCARE weekdays
experience wreferences
SE of Murray, 759 4432
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759 9553
DO you need someone roll
able & experienced to dean
your house & home Call
753-2443
FULL time daycare openings in my home Mon Fri
7am 5pm Call 753-3193
HOME and office cleaning
New construction, daily,
weekly, speaal cleaning
References Ph Valerie,
436 5914
PRIVATE care in my home
for elderly lady Call
443-2578,Paducah
100
Business
Opportunity
PAY PHONE ROUTE 35
Local & established sites
Up to $1500 wkly
1 800-696 4980
UNLIMITED opportunity for
persons to own their own
home based business Experience in the medical
field not a must, but a plus
For appointment call
901 -759-2781

2 GLASS commercial
doors frames & all
$125'ea or $230 both
442 9104 days. 753-5281
evenings
55 GALLON fish aquarium
with all accessories & 2
door wood stand Reduced'
$100 436 2794
75 GALLON fish tank with
2dr wooden stand $250
Manual tredmill $50
759-1192
ATTENTION BARBIE
COLLECTORS' Barbies,
1996 Valentine 1st Edition,
1996 Holiday, 1996 Winter
Fantasy, 1995 Holiday
Memories- Hallmark 2nd
Edition, $40 $85 Barbie
Ornaments, 94-96 Holiday
Barbies, 1996 Springtime
Easter Barbie, 2nd Edition,
$30 $45 759 0152 after
5pm
BASKETBALL cards Individual & packages large
selection Cherokee Trad
ing Post 753 9546
BOOKS,$6/dz, Puzzels
price' Sega S-NES, CD's,
tapes. movies Buy 3, Get 1
Free' Booktrader, opposite
Penneys. Mayfield
251-3233
CLAUSING engine lathe,
model 5418 Delta unisaw,
floor model table saw 15"
floor model drill press Call
Gene Steely, 753 6156

STORAGE building for rent
across street MSU,20')(24'
with overhead door Call for
more info Rogers Enter
prises. 753-5140

BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744 Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies
GUNS, buy, sell. bade
436-5650
SKI MACHINE Call after 6.
759 9839

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753 4109

WOOD for sale Call
759-5805 between
8am 8pm

2BR, 1 bath. 1 block to
MSU, spacious, cute Appliances included
$345/mo Lease, deposit
753-8734

28R duplex. economical
heat pump, all appliances
furnished, carport, outside
storage No pets, deposit
required Call 753-7947

THE
controlled wood stove, 2
baseboard heaters
759-1656

260
T.V.
Radio

WELL house heaters 450
watt, thermostat controlled
heat $1899 Wallin Hardware downtown Paris on
the square

25" ZENITH color console
N 759-4648, after 5pm

270

155

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Appliances
FRIGIDAIRE stackabIe
washer & dryer, $250 Cal
after 5pm, 759-5273
559-1871

1650SQ tt doublewee on
245 acres 3br, 2 bath, 4.4
miles North of Murray
$63,000 759 2310

NEW GE 22 cubic foot refrigerator, white Still in the
box $875 759-5411

16x80, 1994 ATLANTIC
very nice on rental lot
759-9600
1979 ALAMO 12X52 good
condition Asking $3,500
obo 437 4789

160
No..
Furnishings

1614 OLIVE, gas heat all
utilities furnished Coleman
RE, 753 9898

2BR, 1 bath, gas heat &
cook stove. Wel hook up
15 miles from Murray in
Lynville $300/mo plus de
posit 753-8154

down
_ payment!

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

IBM compabble all extras
753 7787 after 5

4BR & 2br house with gas
heat in Murray Lease &
deposit required
7534109'

_
NN.S.

4.1- in
ck v

Opcii
Wc.1.-Sat. 10 4
436-5012

Kentucky made crafts, antiques, floral &
herb arrangements,
Lay-away, gift certificates
Custom orders taken on decorative
painting & woodwork.
IIWY 121, 1 mi, south of

onord,
New Cc
.„Ky.

„

(Skirting)

LIFETIME WARRANTY
White. Grey. Tan a Beige

FALL SALE — FALL SALE
14x70 - 24" Avg Height $305
Complete Material

FOUR STAR
492-8488
*
Mobile Home Parts & Service

Sorvev W

p S NW

SALES ASSOCIATE
FORTUNE 500 COMPANY HAS IMMEDIATEFOR A SALES:
REPRESENTATIVE SPEND 80°00F YO,
TIME CALLING ON ESTABLISHED LOCAL
COMPANY PAID TRAINING COMPLUE
BENEFITS FIRST YEAR INCOME

HALEY'S

SEND RESUME TO:
PERSONNEL RL
PERIMETER
3354
HILL - # 375
NASHVILLE, TN 37211

IUglyPucir

WARental and Sales

SAVE $173

753-1916

Immediate Opening:
Mechanic (experienced)
Must Have Own Tools
Position Has Excellent
Benefits:
-Paid insurance, vacation &
holidays, uniform furnished.
Apply !n Person at

Midway Nissan Serve Dept.
Mineral Wells Ave. • Paris
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* UNDERPINNING *

Business On A Budget?

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

2BR house within short dis
tanco of MSU W 0 hoo
kup Quiet neighborhood
Small pets considered
Lease, deposit and refer
times required Available
January 1 1997 $350 per
month 7531199

%ming Henry & Surrounding Counties Since 1989.

1991 16X74 FLEETWOOD, very nice 3br, 2
bath, wid, dishwasher, li- EXTRA large & extra nice
nen closet Located in Fox 2br duplex 2 full baths & 2
GAS heaters, unvented,
12,000 btu, $16299,
Meadows Call after 5pm, ' baths, all appliances
759-2510
18,000 btu $178 99, 28,000
furnished No step en
btu $18900 Wallin Hard- OAK king size bed w/
trances, all doors 3' wide
DOUBLEWIDE house
ware. downtown Paris on
covered carport & 20'X30
mattress & springs
trailer 3br with walk in
storage building in the rear
the square
753-2587
closets Huge Irving room & References
required No
fireplace House roofing &
pets 753-3018
siding, central h/a Must be
EXTRA nice 2br duplex
moved 75.-9274
carport, gas heat, ap
phances, deck Lease, no
pets 710 Sycamore,
2110
$500/mo 753-7457
Mobile
KENTUCKY Lake. Lake
Homes For Rent
land WesIty Village, lbr
14X70 2br, 2 bath 3 miles apartment, utilities in
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
from town 753-1940,alter eluded, rent based on in
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
BotT1
come 628 older, or handi112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
Phone: 753-6910
gas
or
electnc
2 OR 3BR,
502-354-8888
central h/a Edge of city
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
NEW large 2br, 2 bath apt
limits 753 5209
Appliances furnished.
washer & dryer hook ups,
2111c
low Wines Near Aurora on
Mobilo
Hwy 68 S425/mo Call
Home Lots For Rent
474-2774 or 354 8824
'4 ACRE lot. $75/mo
NICE 2br duplex ap
753-6012
pliances, central h/a Avail
with this 2x2
MOBILE home spaces
able 12/15/96 No pets De
Call Edwina at Greys Prop
posit required
Call
consistency ad in classifieds every
erbes 759 2001 Available
753-2967
now
day for a month - including
NICE 2br duplex central
WIDE lot in recently built
gas heat & air, stove, re
Shopper for only $195.
mobile home court Water, frigerator, dishwasher,
sewer, trash pickup turn
washer/ dryer hook up No
ished Newer models only
pets $400/mo *deposit
For Details $90/mo
Call
753 7953
753-0670
GORGEOUS pre wa
Meissman Bavarian China
service for 12 plus all serving pieces Cannot be duplicated $250 436-5400

2BR brick Hwy 121 1 mile
past Graves County line
Appliances central It a No
pets References & lease
required $375 489 2440
leave message

Towers, antennas, rotors & amplifier. N.Ce
repair & sell quality Channel Iklater pat,. In'
a 4 run yi
tower, antenna, rotor, amplifier &
\
TV $650.00. 18- Echostar satellite ,.v...tein
to1 I)
of America's top 40 programming
channels(A $300 value)only S•199! Al ter I ,r
keep 40 channels for S19.94 or pick 10 r h.amck
for $10 per month. Financing as :111.0,10 a it h 1,,,

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 1,2 & 38R apartments Mid Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Or,
Murray, KY 759-4984
Equal
Housing
Opportunity

COME see all the changes
that are taking place here at
Hilldale We now have 2br
apts available, central h/a,
lots of closet space, carpeting. appliances furnished,
added security, handicap
accessible Stop by our of
fee to fill out an application
or call 437-4113 for direc
bons Office hours, MonFn, 730-330. Equal Housing Opportunity TDDI
1 800-545 1833 ext 287

2BR 2 bath central ti'a
appliances furnished Also
2 3br duplex Coleman RE
753 9898

Beasley Antenna Service
901-642-4077

2BR nice duplex, central
h/a, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

BRAND new, 2br. 14 bath
townhouse. appliances
plus w/d furnished, $500
per month lyr lease, lmo
deposit No pets Call
753-2905 or 753 7536

2BR 1 bath farm house
Central gas heat $400,mo
6mo lease Imo deposit
No pets 753 2905 or
753 7536

213R in Hazel *posit &
lease required 492 8526
after 7pm ,

Rooms
For Reed

2BR duplex. 2 full baths
garage No pets Available
Jan 1st Deposit & lyr
lease More info Rogers
Enterprises 753-5140

2.10

DON'T WEIGHT to make
your New Year's RESOLUTION' Lose weight now &
keep it off' Call by December 31st & receive a 15%
discount 1 800 310 3914

330

Houses
For Reed

1BR new apartment avail
able now on Diuguid Dr
Appliances furnished in
duding w/d, $325/mo No
pets, Coleman RE
753-9898

EPIPHONE PR GE acoustic w/electronics, red,
flamed top, w/hardshell
case, exc cond $750
Crate 40 watt amp with
reverb & chorus, $175 Call
759-9901

SUNQUEST canopy tanning bed, 10 bulb, used
very little, $350 437-4697

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath with
garage, appliances turn
ished, $550/mo One
month deposit, one year
lease No pets 753 2905 or
753-7536

3.10
Apartments
For Rent

2BR apartment in Northwood, $315/mo 759 4406

SOLID carved oak TV/
VCR Armoir Paid $1400
sacrifice $650 Matching
carved oak table $100
Brand new XXLG Big
Mans recliner Extra comfortable paid $600, sell for
$400 Call Peter 759 1600

Doodinss ano 2 clays
is advance!

ON Ky lake, 2 adpining
cabin apartments turn
shed, 20 min from Murray
$400/mo, utilities included
1 or 2 people in each
436 5099

320

210

SINGER sewing machine
w/cabinet & sewing chair
Hardly used 753 0405 after 8pm

730 cutt-5 p.m.
Stiuday Paid

•

NICE clean ?Ix No pets
641 South 492 8634

OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza 104 N 5th St
753 8302 or 753 9621

Sports
Equipment

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

).,..A31C S0'0
or 1,ocie
Free Column
Wontea

COMMERCIAL building or
storage warehouse
33'X51 with 10X10 over
head door Now open' For
more info call Rogers Enterprises, 753-5140

200

JENNY Linn white
babybed, excellent condition 759 4801

OFFICE HOURS;

MISCELLANEOUS
4'0
540
SOC
5J0

753-3853

RAINBOW Vacuums New,
used rebuilt repossessed
Also Repair & Supplies
502 759 2454

PING Pang table mons
medium No Fear leather
lacket & Hot Shot basketball goal 753 7773

F
e
For Sae or Lease
Home Loons
Rea Estate
Lake PtoPertY
1 0. So•e
Fvms or So e
Homes tor Sae

Mobile Ho'ne s

New Buildings
All Sizes Available

Vacuum
Cleaners

GO carts and mini bikes by
Manco Ideal Christmas
gifts Now at Lambs Small
Engine 101 Industrial Rd
753 2925

REAL ESIAIE SALES

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

170

FOR sale 1 Maluta 12'
slide compound mare saw
w/carbide blade 1 Rol Air
portable compressor 1 7ft
HD fiberglass ladder All
than less than 8mos old
Rarely used, owners manuals & warranties Must
sell Paid $1,400 new, ask
ing $900 767 9539
evenings

ItQaBISBUM
Advedbees are leclieseled
check Ow Old Medi= el
Ihek ode Wow eon Wray
Lodger & New vale be leaid/ ens tempepostsible
ted Imeedlow My war
*odd be pepoiled
ately se camases can be
mode.

MasterCard

270
365
420
4130
435
440
450
400

11

1996

Business
Renton

SALE I New shipments
have arrived' Save on all
recliners, rockers, living
room, dining room, bedroom suites & bedding for
Christmas Carraway Furniture, 105 N 3rd
753 1502

701 South 12th St
753-4389 or 753 1376
Pickup & Delivery
Bast Prices in Town
Campers R V
20 30 33 40 100 Lb
Bottles Filled

DECEMBER 9

300
Home
Furnishings

LP Gas Refills
B&B Brokers, Inc.

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings

MERCHANDISE
CO'nP,relS
F0( 50,0 CY ''CIC10
• Wont To Buy
Arhc es For Sun
AP/Marx es
Home Furn.sn,ngs
Annaues
Vacuum C eanscs
Mocnines
He0,
4 Ectu.ornent
Sports Eauicirnent
Rrewood
Musical
M,scel oneous
IV & Racho
Pets & Suooies

160
Articles
For Sale

PART time/ full time posi
bons available Apply In
person. Henton & Sons'
Cash & Carry, 621 S 4th St,
Murray, KY 42071 Next to
D & T Foods

POSTAL Jobs 3 positions
available No experience
necessary For information
call 1-818 764-9016 Ext
4061

155
loC
165
170
IOC
105
200
210
220
240
260
380

TRANSPORTATION
470
48C
485
490
495
503
510
520

Wont
To Buy

HELP wanted
Apply at
Essenhaus
Dutch
Cafeteria 753-2334

120
130
14C

irtiular•C
ExterminCITIN
&WOOLS SerVIC OS
HOCInngl & COCAIN
Services Offered

110

COMPUTER CLASSES
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
AND EVENINGS FOR
WINDOWS 95, INTERNET, MS OFFICE AND
OTHERS. CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001 TODAY.

McConnell
Insurance Agency

SERVICES
080
230
250
290
1.310

Help
Wanted

Notice

1734 Campbell St.

070
090

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wantea
Domestic & Cnnoca,e
Situation Wonted
Business OpporfunItY
instruction

060

Nano

University
Heights Apts.

MONDAY
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MONDAY, DECEMBER 9. 1996

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Ell Simko,

536
Used
Trois

Uivestesk
11 &oft

Services
Offered

•

. ••

' •
•

3BR brick house, gas heat.
carport 2 outside storage
buildings, located real
close to campus Dis
hwasher, vied. garbage de
posal. big family room Re
ally rocs house lyr lease
required Available mid De
cember Call 753 7653 Or
753 8702 to set up
appointment

HAY for sale! 200 round
Wei Fescue & Orchard
grass $20Vbale 436 2424
(after 6pm)

PERSIAN kitten male CFA
registered Blue Smoke
color. 7wks old Pick of the
litter, $200 502 382 2743

HAY for sale $1 75/ bale
436-5950

SHELTIES, AKC regis
tiered, ready to go $200
502 527 9292

NORSE BEDDING Baled
kiln, dried wood shaving
approx 70Ib bales $3 25/
picked up For delivery information call day
3W home in excellent
573-649 5330 evening
neighborhood newly re
573-683 6243
modeled, large outbuilding
central hi& large fenced in
backyard Available Jane
300
ary 1st. 1997 $650 per
Pees
month with tyr lease Con
I &wen
tact Rich at Kopperud Re
ACCEPTING reservations
aity, 753 1222
on Mini Collies, PomeraEXTRA nice Ste. 2'6 bath nians, Mini Greyhounds
with jacuzzi central hia Wolf Cubs, pot belly pigs &
large den with fireplace in rabbits 436 2953
ground swimming pool
$850/mo Call 753 5870
GREAT location! 3br, 1 AKC Golden Retriever pupbath stove refrigerator, pies $150 247 8059, after
w d $400 mo plus security 4 30 weekdays
No pets 496 8921
AKC registered Pomeranian for sale Ready for
LARGE 3br, 3 bath, in Mar
tin Heights single family Christmas 492 8776
subdivision, $700/mo
AKC Sheltie puppies
753 5344
champion sired $200
247 8059, after 4 30pm
weekdays

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759 4081
FOR lease 4.200 sq h
commercial space in Toll
gate Shopping Center, Ca
diz KY Good for one bust
riess or two compatible bu
sinesses 502 522 1304
NORTHWOOD storage
presently'has units avail
able
753 2905 or
753 7536
3711
Livestock
& Supplies
lOFT horse trailer with
,amper, ac.shower, stove,
awning new paint & floor
$7000 obo 762 0009

AKC Springer Spaniel, fe
male, 34 yrs old, gentle.
spirited $100 obo
492-8446

Rear
Estate
1 ACRE to 3 acres avail
able, Rockhouse Creek
Call Edwina at 759 2001
742 4435 pager
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759 4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our count*
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
LARGE lot and acreage for
sale near Almo Heights Lot
acreage
$ 5 500
81500/acre No restrictions Call 436-5099
WHISPERING Meadows
Subdivision package deal20 lots at $5,400 each
Roads cut. platted Builder
don't let this investment
pass you by Call Edwina at
Grey's Properties,
759 2001. 742-4435 pager

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436 2858
FOR sale 2 male & 1 female bird dogs 14 months
old 753-3599
GREAT pair of Pyrenees
AKC, pups, m/f, sArr. beautiful ,
$225($250
901 692 3640
LABRADOR Retriever
AKC 3 black females, 1
yellow male Ready after
12/11/96 Deposit will hold
until Christmas 489 2333
MAKE your holiday appointments now! Peg's Dog
Grooming, 753 2915

a

t4-114.14‘-.4"
! •
AA&
7 -1444etie

-

430

435
Lake
Property
BEAUTIFUL secluded
waterfront lot Year round
water on Ky Lake. $26,250
502 753 9274

3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights. 500 feet from
city limits All underground
city utilities 753-2339
LARGE lot & acreage for
sale near Almo Heights Lot
acreage
$ 5 500
$1500/acre No restrictions Call 436 5099
MOBILE home lots with
well & septics Call Edwina
at Greys Properties,
759 2001 or 767 9435

•••

450

- A Wondeifuf Address

Farms
For Salo

-

1.'2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.

BUY Land! 106 wooded
acres Good building sites
also 27 8 acres Easy
terms 753 4984

Call 502-435-4487 or 904-673-0040

460
Homes
For Sale

Prestige Homes
Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.

We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see why your home
should be built with PRESTIGE!'

753-5628

2YR old home,4 miles from
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras 753-4761
3600S0 ft beck home, new
carpet and paint, upstairs
which includes 3br, 2 bath.
den, formal living & dining
vegas fireplace Downstairs includes 2br, 1 bath,
kitchen, loiod hookup and
gas fireplace 1412 Dudley
Ph after 5pm, 759,9736.

38R, 1 bath. living room,
lutchen, dining room, utility
room, double garage
Large lot, outbuilding
753-8161 after 430
IBR, 2 bath beautiful older
brick home with garage &
fireplace, $90's Coleman
RE. 753-9898
4BR, 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard. on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights Reasonably pr
759 4703 or
iced
753-7688
BRAND new garden
homes 2 or 3br with 2
baths, in the $60's Fenced
yard & low maintenance
Mur Cal Realty, 753-444.4
BY Owner Hwy 121 South.
2000 sq ft. 5 3 acres in
90's For appointment call
436-2832
BY owner 2-3br brick
home, quiet neighborhood
North of Murray 753-1940
after 5pm
FRESH on the market, located lust outside city limits
in very desirable Southwest
location This neat 2br
home offers all the amenities including hardwood
flooring, dining room, spacious sunroom, central h/a,
new roof, large 2 car garage, professional landscaping, located on large
tree covered lot. Take advantage of those low interest rates & take possession
of your new home before
Christmas Contact Rich at
Kopperud Realty.
753-1222 today for your
personal showing of
MLS/3000833
LEASE or buy, 3br, 2 bath
spacious nice brick home
on Fairlane Central gas
heat & air, lease & deposit.
$675/mo or $95,000 Jan
1st 489-2741

NICE 3br home on extra big
lot Great location to Murray
Middle School & hospital
Priced low $60's Call
753-5020

753-1916

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Randy Reference)
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
Formal Wear
T.+.1
and Limousine v...a byte." •
,IS
r.; ey
•,„d-

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Week

MURRAY 753-9224

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

*
*
*
*

aidMairi
Over 20 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
Rentals begin at 52'4 44
Area's largest & only In titokk Formal Wear.
Invitations hv l'arlson Craft and Mt:Phers.on.
Discounts on rentris depending on sue of wedding.
Court Square West
304 Main Street
Paris, IN 35242
Murray, KY 42071
19011642-53(5)
15021 753-1300
Weddtnx,. Proms and Banquetc

David's Cleaning Services
'Cleaning'
1,1-1.1 Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Boca Doveirays
• ParaIng tots • Al Exterior Cleaning • Acid Clean% Available
Dad Borders
Phone
Insured
(502)759 4734
cellular (5021853
Co
,
p,elely Skihde

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Atigiirrritort & Complete Brake Service,
Sebes ami Shocks etc.
301 Olive St,
Mon.-Fri. Edsion )ones, Owner
Murray, KY 42071 7700-4:00
15021 753-1351

*411 AUG/WHIT

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductible.?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

._.a
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay.$736 on Part A;$100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

KIN CARPET CLEANING
Carpet • Upholstery
1 18001 642-7740
Dal the 800 minter first When you
ham a recorded message enter the
Jim Caylor
Access Code 85
Ronnie Engla

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Whata Way to Start the Week!!

- Dial Now

-

04dvertise Here!

ci•vvvar4104,

Tv-

.."11r4-"IrrI4-41v--,"*"
.

1960 MADZA RX7, runs
good,000 obo 762-0009
1984 MAZDA GLC, good
work car, $900 753-1078

Murray Homo Inspection
has a special offer for home owners. Will
inspect structure, plumbing, floor joist
under your house. $55 and up according
to size of house. Call 759-2039.

1995 DODGE Dually SLT,
Turbo Diesel Fully loaded,
all power, custom wheels,
running boards, towing
package White with blue
interior Excellent condition, 44,xxx miles Engine
warranty to 100xxx miles.
$20,500 Call 474-8704 after 6pm

1985 BUICK LeSabre,
8,2XX miles Excellent condition 759-2402
1985 NISSAN Sentra
$1,100 obo 759-9729
1985 PONTIAC Sunbird,
1983 Olds 88 Royale, 1979
Buick LaSabre Landau
2dr Best offer 436-2841
1985 REGAL, new tires,
new front brakes, needs
trans work, $500
498 8925
1986 JEEP Grand Waggo
neer. 4 wheel drive, dual
range, all accessories with
moonroof White with beige
leather interior, Asking.
$5,000 Call 753-3131
1989 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, 4dr, excellent condition $3,000 below retail
cost $5,495 753-6133 after 4pm or see at603 Broad
St
1989 JEEP Cherokee.
2wd,6 cyl. 4 OL, HD towing
pkg Call after 5 &
weekends, 759-0513
1989 PONTIAC Firebird,
80,XXX miles with limited
warranty, power everything, excellent condition
$3,950 753-0281

1993 TAURUS -GL,-v-6, all
power, equipment, like
new, only 49,XXX miles
$89,000 or trade Call
753-7668 days or
753-4919 nights

REDUCED to sell, 2br, 1 1994 CHEVY Camaro, V6,
bath home, 2 buildings w/ Met. Teal Green, auto,
electricity on 14 shady power, tilt, 'cruise, air, CD,
acres Southwest school fm. owner, 45xxx miles
district Call today $13,000. 753-7994
251-9816.
1994 CEO Tracker, 5sp,
22xxx miles, black, soft top,
$7500 obo Call 759-4100
after 5pm

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

CAMP

Cats
1979 CHEVY Silverado
pickup Needs minor repair
436-2953

NEW, 2 story, 4br, 24
1990 PONTIAC transport
baths Open foyer, col- van, loaded, white w/gray
umns, tile floors, etc, eltc interior. 47,XXX miles. ExCity subdivision Ready to tra nice 489-2020,
sell 759-2571. 435-4013, 489-2525 after 5.30pm.
435-4040 1992 PONTIAC Sunbird
NEW home FOR SALE, LE, 2dr, gray with red pin
1602 Tabard, Martin striping Super clean, great
Heights, white Cape Cod, car 65,XXX miles.
3br, 2 baths, dining room, 753-5968 days, 435-4377.
open floor plan Double nights.
garage, quality & beauty
1993 EAGLE Vision, emerCall 753-0090
ald green, loaded
NICE 3br, 2 bath beck & 527-5294, after 5pm
stone house New central
1993 MX6 Mazda LS, v-6,
lye, new roof, on approx
2 5 acres &mature shade all electric, extra sharp
trees, fruit trees & grape $10,500 502 376 5155
harbor Out building, 2 bay 1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
shop & horse barn 5 miles Royale, 4dr, white power
North with extra acreage windows, power locks.
available $87,500 Call good condition, 74xxx
753 6855
miles, $9500 Call
474-8704 after 6pm

Dial-A-Service
DIAL

1995 CHEVROLET S-10
int cab, black. custom
,wheels. factory Mt Unused
HONDA Shadow, 6xxx Edition. 29xxx miles,
miles, garage kept. $2500 $16,900 obo
Call
obo Call 759-2174 leave 759-5661 after 5pm
number
1995 CHEVY Stepside.
black, very low miles
753-7600
Used
1996 YAMAHA Z-250. Ridden very little 753-7600

1995 NEON, 4dr, huntergreen, beige interior, $9,500
759-4036
1996 MERCURY Cougar
XR7, low miles, $15,000.
1975 Chevy Nova, low
miles, $2500 753-1227_
1996 SUNFIRE convertible, loaded. 15,XXX miles
1991 Delta, white, 51,XXX
miles, like new. 753-7785.
1993 WkIDA MX-3, Blueg
reen, 48xxx miles, air, auto,
power mirror, good condition Woman driver, 1st
owner Quick sale, won't
last long, $8,200
50 2 - 76 7 - 908 3 ,
502-753-1379
495
Yens
1991 APV Lumina van,
maroon, 88,XXX miles.
Good condition $6,500
502-345-2742
1985 DODGE Omni, 4dr,
4sp, am/fm cassette, $850
obo Runs great. 767-0508.
500
Used
Truck'
1983 CHEVY Blazer, automatic, heat & air, 4X4 Call
492-8509, after 7 30pm

1987 JAYCO 5th wheel
camper,sleeps 6 FuN bath,
full kitchen including
refrigerator/ freezer, microwave, gas stove & oven
Lots of storage Good condition Asking $5,500
759-2310.

520
Boats
& Motors

ALLEN CONSTRUCTION
building & remodeling. No
job too small Phone
753-4873_
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056.

ELECTRICAL services by
R&R electric. Does your
home/ business need attention? Call us for all your
electrical problems
Murray- 762-0001
Cellular- 519-1592.

HANDYMAN( available
Carpentry, Painting. Cement, Tuckpoonsng Aldo
Calabrese, (502)436-2997

BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal.
753-0834 or 759-9835.

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates_ Day or night,
753-5484.

BUSHHOGGING, box
blade, front end loader, 52'
tiller for garden & yards
Landscaping, yards
mowed & weed eated.
Snow removal, free estimates. Call Gary. 753-0912
or Pop 492-8530.

COMPLETE residential
construction. New homes,
add-ons, garages & remodeling. Free estimates. Call
753-7091.

mb Brothers

Tree Service

7

502-430-574SAS
1.-800-5441-5.26.2
ree Estimates LICENSED & ENSURED
Tree 7runewig
241* iers e
Tree Reim:Lai
Owned
&
Operated
Stump
Rearm a/
Gutter Clearung
(ieanup Sert m e
Mulch Hauling
byte Hauling. Ete
Lvidu-apvng
TIM I NB
Full LIM' of
Fledge Trimming
"Quigley Service"
Equipment
Tree Spraving
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NO MONEY DOWN • NO MONEY DOWN

AUTO FINANCING

2

Bankrupt'? Slow Pay'? Credit Problem
COUNTRY CHEVROLET
alW

Call Tim Kinsey
527-8671 • 800-457-4866
104 W. 5th Street • Benton, KY
Automated Loans
1-800-748-8353 Open 24 Hours
NO MONEY DOWN • NO MONEY DOWN

Custom
CABINETS

BLO

WOODWORKING
di Build

e•LONOIE
POuND
GRAY ei
TieS MC
AND Si-n
REAL.
L.195 7-

Your Specilication.si

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment
• Sol ii1 Surlaee Countcr Tops
(,;,,

54)2-759-9672
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CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

VNOT H I N(7
A MORE
MEANIN6f
GIFT THR
THE hlUSI,
TISSUE
DISPENSE

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•

LS

Drop by
4•

ki See i r sr1.30,r3,.)r1l

‘46'•

•

HEY!!!
MACHINING, moldmalung
(
OWN YOUR OWN WICK BUILDING /
& casting services available JIRAK CASTINGFOR AS LITTLE AS $500.00 DOWN
753-4554,
This incentive is for buildings to be erected
between Jan. 15, 1997 and Apr. 30, 1997
MERRY CHRISTMAS from
Morris Property Management Get all your home
Bus: 502-753-0834Call Fax: 502-753-0816
repairs and improvements .
done now! One call does it
Wick Buildings...Strong Buildings.
all! 759-4599.

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers. Licensed & Insured Local and Out of
State Moving Phone
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: 767-9630
Factory trained by 3 major
manulacturers. All work
and parts warranted Ask PLUMBING repairs, fast
for Andy at The Appliance service 436-5255
Works, 753-2455.
ROOFING and painting, inAPPLIANCE REPAIR. terior, exterior, etc 25yrs
Kenmore, Westinghouse. experience. 10% Discount)
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- Senior Citizens. Mowing &
perience. BOBBY Yard Maintenance
HOPPER, 436-5848
474-0107.

BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates. 753-1134,
492-8584

Phone 436-2667g I
111
MEI=
_

L&L Kleening Service
Commercial & Residential
759-3967 or 474-8340

ANY remodeling, building,
painting, roofing. Free esbmates References
436-5008

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515.

Licensed Master Plumber
Fro* Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work. septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser
vices ''Cleaning" vinyl sid
mg, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759 4734
Cellular 502-853 1108

Two I
Departm
low Ca
System
for hart
should
writing
cording
sistant
A pai
of the
Chrism
publishe
by Stal
Tuck.
Births
Betty ar
girl to 4
Dec. 4.

ATTENTION
Contractor or Home BulicierS

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753-7860

2YR old 24' pontoon HANDYWORK/odd jobs
Yr/115hp outboard, iv/ wanted No job too small
anchor winch, depth finder Just give us a call
& trolling motor $14,000 759-1184
Call 436-5099
HEATING Ron Hall HeatMERCURY 20hp Evinrude ing & Cooling We service
15hp & 9.9hp $300/ea. all major brands Complete
767-9822.
installation & unit replacements 435-4699
530
HOMETOWN Building and
Services
Remodeling We do it all
Offered
Licensed, Insured to
Al Al A TREE SERVICE. $300,000 Fred Osborne
stump removal, tree spray- 474-8621
ing, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & in- KITCHEN CABINET REsured, Full line of equip- FACING, Make your old
ment, Free estimates Tim new again with Formica. All
Lamb
436-5744, colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
1-800-548-5262..
KY 436-5560.
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray- LAMB Brother Home Iming, serving Murray, Callo- provements, remodeling.
way County since 1980. additions, roofing, siding,
Free estimates 437-3044 free estimates. 436-2269.
or 492-8737
LEE'S CARPET CLEANA & A Lawn Care Leaf ING has served Murray for
mulching, raking & junk 25 years All new equip
hauling Tree trimming ment cleans deep, dries
fast Free Estimates
Mark Lamb 436-5791
753-5827
ALL around hauling, tree
work, junk clean-up Joe, LICENSED for electric and
gas 435-4358
436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings.
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214

\1111.1.11111111111

COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

31' ALUMILITE camper
trailer. Permanently set up
on beach front lot at Missing Hills Resort, New Con
cord. Screened in porch. EMERGENCY WATER
Serious inquires only. Call REMOVAL LEE'S CARCLEANING.
502-658-3397. $5,500.00 PET
753-5827.
Firm.

1983 FORD F150,
122,XXX miles, with top- CARPET CLEANING
per, Needs work $1,250 Emergency water removal_
Expert furniture cleaning.
759-2320
Pet odor removal. Free Es1990 GMC Stepside, bur- timates. LEE'S 753-5827.
gundy w/burgundy interior,
loaded, 15 aluminum CARPORTS for cars and
wheels, 74xxx. SHARP! trucks. Special sizes for
$9500 753-4264 after motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protec5pm
tion, high quality, excellent
1992SUZUKI Samurai, value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
a/c, 4wd, rag top, 5sp,
CLEANING- yards, barns,
58,XXX miles, black
$6,500. Aluminum tool box sheds, attics, garages
for full-size truck, like new, Hauling. Free estimates.
Luke Lamb, 436-5950
$150 502-355-2263.
1994 FORD Ranger XLT,
black, 31,XXX miles, 4cyl,
warranty, am/fm, cal player,
excellent condition.
753-9731

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates
Remodeling,fencing, decking, plumbing & electrical
489-2832
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TELEPHONE JACKS INSTALLED, $35.00 Cable
jacks added, moved Business telephone systems
sold and installed Custom
home electronics sales and
service Murray Telephone
and Electronics 753-7567
Prompt Reliable Service

11

FOR

K.B. & ASSOCIATES, INC.
(10„ Wick
Buildings*

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating 8 Cooling Service 8 Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer

•••••10 -

-We Service All Major BrandsAMERICAN

AIM STANDARD
ourit.'"nabnm''rry

Murray, Ky.

(502) 435-4699

Walters Contracting
753-2592
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured
Over 20 Years Experience

MEE

Roofing, Additions, Vinl Siding, Decks,
Remodeling

7-he

20% Discount On
THE Gutter Co, Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. Visa/MC
accepted. 753-0530.

All Roofing
Nov. thru Feb.

Crti/A

BACKHOE SERVICE

LI!
2

I

RH. ACesbitt Construction
Laser Leveling
Certified Septic Installer
Ilackhoe Trucking

Masonry
A _ Concrete
Conplete Foundations

Hate

l'EAN

Phone: 502-492-8516
Pager: 742-8516

560
Free
Column
FREE to good home. pupries & kittens. 436-2953.
FREE to good home:
CHRISTMAS KITTENS
Will hold until Christmas
Eve. 435-4123 evenings.
FULL blooded Basset
Hounds to good home. No
papers. 489-2056 after
5pm.

ROW
0417,

Booking masonry work for
Dec. thru March

EVERYONE
TO ME! I
EVERYONE

-Need ExtraCash?
Run a Classified.-
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago
Two grants from the Kentucky
Department of Education will allow Calloway County School
System to enhance their programs
for handicapped, while a third
should help improve students'
writing skills in Grades 7-10, according to Dr. Nancy Lovett, assistant superintendent.
A page feature of photographs
of the Murray Rotary Club
Christmas parade on Dec. 6 is
published. The photographs were
by Staff Photographer David
Tuck.
Births reported include a•girl to
Betty and R.V. Oliver, Dec. 3; a
girl to Anna and Jackie Hamlet,
Dec. 4.
Twenty years ago
Boy Scouts Alan Warner, son
of Delores Warner and Dr. Charles Warner, and Claude Johnson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Perry Johnson, were awarded the coveted
Eagle Badge, highest rank in Scouting, at a City-Wide Court of
Honor of Troops 45, 13 and 77 at
First United Methodist Church.
Warner and Johnson are members
of Boy Scout Troop 77 at First
Christian Church.
Nada Frazier, a member of
Calloway County High School
Speech Team, won first place in
dramatic interpretation and was
awarded a $100 scholarship by
the Rotary Club of Paris, Tenn.,
at the Kridcr Invitational Speech
Tournament at Paris. Frazier is a
junior at CCHS.
Births reported include a boy
to- Herman and Teresa Ralph,

Dec. 5.
Thirty years ago
Pictured is the huge transformer for the new Tennessee Valley Authority sub-station here in
Murray, as it made its way
through traffic here on Dec. 8.
The monster electrical unit was
on a "low-boy" pulled by a large
tractor. The photograph was by
Staff Photographer Ed Collie.
Eighteen persons were fined by
City Judge William H. (Jake)
Dunn in City Court this past
week.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Latimer,
Nov. 19; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
R.K. Fletcher, Nov. 24; twin boys
to Mr. and Mrs. Glen Grogan,
Dec. 3.
The Rev. Cecil Kirk, director
of Wesley Foundation at Murray
State University, spoke at a meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Forty years ago
Santa Claus and Reindeer will
be featured in the Christmas Parade starting at 2 p.m. on Dec.
10. The parade will start at Murray High School and continue to
the downtown area.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Stockdale, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Adams,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
West, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Lane, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Billie Franklin Moody, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Hutchens, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Futrell.

TODAY IN HISTORY

DEAR ABBY May I add to your
continuing saga of persons "too old

Famous Hand
HONE?' YOU'RE STARTING TO
LOOK LIKE MR. DITHERS!!

DEAR ABBY:"Wally" and I have
been married for 15 years. We've
had our ups and have been through
some difficult situations We support each other and care deeply, but
there's one problem we cannot
agree on
Wally loves our house and has
decided that all the walls should be
painted white. We don't paint that -

to go back to school"?
At the age of 64 and having only
a 1937 diploma from an apprentice
training school. I decided to enroll
in a new weekend college program
at Findlay i0hico College — now
the University of Findlay. The
result? In 1985, at the age of 69. 1
was granted dual B.A. diplomas
engraved "Cum Laude," which often. but now that we've made
meant a five-year grade-point aver- some improvements to our home.
age of 3.56 on a scale of 4 0 My de- it's time to paint again.
I would like to get away from the
grees are in business administration
and information systems analysis 41I-white look and consider using
wallpaper. I've brought home wallmeaning computers
My "excuse" for going to college paper sample books and paint color
at t he age of 64 was to find out charts, hut all hill say is that white
what I did right in business fur TI looks best Ile refuses to look
years. The secondary reason was to through the books or compromise in
any yvay
prove to myself that I was an
We have lived in this white
student - which I accomplished hy
making the dean's list the second house for 12 seers. and l think it's
time I had my v.:ay. I could wait
semester.
Because the dean of the college until he goes on a business trip and
knew I expected to be treated like redecorate while he's gone. but that
any other student. we both laughed would be dishonest. I'm home more
about the professor who rushed into than he is since our children have
the dean's office and exclaimed, "I come along What should I do?
COLORLESS IN
have a trustee of the college in my
N EWB1.7ItYPORT, MASS
class! What do I do?" When the
dean told me about it. my response
DEAR COLORLESS: An intewas,"I hope you told him to fail nit.
if I didn't do the work." Tic which rior decorator who is used to
the dean replied. "That is exactly sales resistance may help you
convince Wally that a dash of
what I told him"
WAYNE I_ NUBBLE, color will liven up the place.
NEW HAVEN, IND. Keep in mind that it doesn't
have to be all or nothing. A decDEAR MR. PRIBBLE: Your orator can help you "accesletter proves it's never too late sorize" your home with accents
to resume one's education. of color and texture, making it
We're never too old to learn as more visually interesting and
long as we're willing to make less sterile. The bathrooms and
the effort. Congratulations on kitchens—would be the least
threatening places to begin.
your accomplishment.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLONDEE
BLONPIE
WHY SHOULD THAT
WIEN YOU GET HOME TONIGHT,
FOuND TWEE
DOTHER HER?!
CHEER HER UP! TELL HER THAT
GRAY HAIRS
I'VE GOT A PULL f IP HER HAIR IS STARTING TO
TH:S MORNING
I-IEAD O 940W- I LOOK LIKE MINE, SHE'LL. GET
AND SHE'S
WHITE HAIR AND c, NOTHING BUT 'COMPLIMENTS!
REAL
EVERYDODY THINKS
UPSET —
I LOOK
GREAT!
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DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Dec. 9, the 344th day of 1996. There are 22 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 9, 1854, Alfred Lord Tennyson's famous poem, "The
Charge of the Light Brigade," was published in England.
In 1608, English poet John Milton was born in London.
In 1884, Levant M. Richardson of Chicago received a patent for the
ball-bearing roller skate.
In 1907, Christmas seals went on sale for the first time, at the Wilmington, Del., post office; the proceeds went to fight tuberculosis.
In 1940, British troops opened their first major offensive in North
Africa during World War 11.
In 1942, the Aram Khachaturian ballet "Gayane," featuring the
surging "Saber Dance," was first performed by the Kirov Ballet.
In 1958, Robert H.W. Welch Jr. and 11 other men met in Indianapolis to form the anti-Communist John Birch Society.
In 1965, Nikolai V. Podgorny replaced Anastas I. Mikoyan as president of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet.
In 1975, President Gerald Ford signed a $2.3 billion seasonal loanauthorization to prevent New York City from going into default.
In 1992, Britain's Prince Charles and Princess Diana announced
their separation. (The couple's divorce became final Aug. 28, 1996.)
Ten years ago: In public testimony before the House Foreign Affairs Committee, former national security adviser Robert C. McFarlane said President Ronald Reagan had approved an "indirect" shipment of arms to Iran in August 1985.
Five years ago: Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev challenged
Boris Yeltsin's declaration that the Soviet Union was dead, branding a
new Slavic commonwealth "illegal and dangerous." European Community leaders meeting in the Dutch city of Maastricht tentatively
agreed to begin using a single currency by 1999.
One year ago: Congressman Kweisi Mfume, D-Md., was chosen to
become the new head of the NAACP.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Douglas Fairbanks Jr. is 87. Actor Kirk
Douglas is 80. Actress Dina Merrill is 71. Actor Dick Van Patten is
68. Actor-writer Buck Henry is 66. Talk show host Morton Downey
Jr. is 63. Blues musician Junior Wells is 62. Actor Beau Bridges is 55.
Football Hall-of-Famer Dick Butkus is 54. Rock singer-musician Rick
Danko (The Band) is 53. Actor Michael Nouri is 51. Senate Minority
Leader Thomas Daschle. D-S.D., is 49. Singer Joan Armatrading is
46. Actor John Malkovich is 43. Country singer Sylvia is 40. Singer
Donny Osmond is 39.
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South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
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THOUGHT FOR THE DAY:
"Far better it is to dare mighty
things, to win glorious triumphs, even though checkered
by failure, than to take rank
with those poor spirits who neither enjoy much nor suffer
much, because they live in the
gray twilight that knows not
victory nor defeat."
THEODORE ROOSEVELT

benefit of a peek at the opponents'
hands, and she did it in a perfectly
NORTH
logical manner.
4 K 10 7 6
She won the club with the king,
V 9 74 2
cashed the A-Q of trumps,and led a
• A .1 5 diamond to the ace. After niffinga
+ A 5 to
diamond, she played a club to the
WEST
EAST
ace, East discatding a diamond,and
452
494
trumped another diamond. '
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
V8
V J 10 5 3
Thenshecashed the ace ofhearts
• K Q 10
•9 8 76 4 2 and ruffed her last club. When she
DEAR DR. GOTT My beautiful 40
• J 96 4 3 2
10
next led a heart from dummy and year old daughter has informed me
SOUTH
East played low, she finessed the that she is gay and plans to move in
A Q J 83
CATHY
six! After the finesse succeeded,Mrs. with another woman. I'm heartbroken
sr A K Q 6
Sobel was able to claim the balance and. you may be sure, will never see
VKiTHING IS
vt4HAT COULD MEAN MORE -N 'THE POLITICIANS HAVE HAD 1
THE
1 rEttri THIS AND YOU'LL HELP
•3
and so scored up the grand slam.
her or speak to her again. What are
THEIR CHANCE. NOW IT'S
MUSICAL
TO THE RECIPIENT THAN
A RETAILER UNLOAD ITS
A MORE
K87
Ofcourse,anyone seeing all four her chances of getting AIDS?
TO
THE
LIP
SALESCLERKS.
KNOWING
HIS
...WHICH
TISSUE
WILL HELP
STOCK
OR HER CHILMEANINGFUL
The bidding:
hands could have done just as well.. DEAR READER: Your daughter is
OREN UAL BE ASSURED
DISPENSER? US SIM IN BUSINESS...
Gift THAN
South West
North East
But the feat was performed in this .at low risk for AIDS, which is not
#1 SOUND EDUCATION
CURB UNEMPLOYMENT...
"
THE MUSICAL
1+
Pass '
'
43 4
Pass
case without that advantage, and, readily spread during lesbian intima
/
RAISE PUBLIC MORALE...
TISSUE
NT
5V
Pass
Pass
moreover, was not just a shot in the cy. The human immunodeficiency
OK.
AND BOLSTER SUPPORT Of
DISPENSER!
5 NT
6•
Pass
Pass
dark. On the contrary, Mrs. Sobel virus. the cause of AIDS, is ordinarily
. _STATE-FUN= INSTITUTIONS!
7.
'knew the finesse would succeed. It transmitted
blood transfusions and
Opening lead — queen of clubs.
was a matter of simple arithmetic. the exchange of bodily fluids during
She knew West had started with heterosexual or male male inter
This deal was played in a tourna- seven clubs, East having shown out course
ment many yearsago by Helen Sobel, on the second lead ofthat suit. West
That being said. I really believe that
regarded by many as the best woman had also shown up with two spades I should touch on your feelings of
player of all time.
and three diamonds as those suits anger, betrayal and f.
rustration.
Mrs. Sobel was in seven spades were played. Finally, West had
Regardless of religious proscrip
and West led a club. It can be seen played the eight of hearts on the ace. tions to
the contrary. gay and lesbian
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
that if declarer cashes two high
All 13 of West's cards were thus relations are a reality Like you. I
hearts after drawing trumps, in the known when Mrs.Sobel led the heart grew up in an environment that con
i It.1.51-L;Cf1' AN e-MAIL FRoMmy
WHAT? NOW •t-iE. Ti-tE.y RE
hope the hearts are divided 3-2, the from dummy.Finessing the six there- demned same-sex relations. As young
TELLS ME liPil I rILL ,;oiNG
SISTER SHE.Pyep
mjap,
My FRjercs
I7ORPLE,AN' AF'RIL Wf1I•11G TO
slam goes down. However, Mrs. fore involved no risk at all, since it adults, we looked down on male and
C,ORW)IIN "%ND
e,ticK
.10RN coR SASeMENT Oro Pi
Sobel made the contract without the was bound to win the trick.
female homosexuals as not only
TRAcey_ AKE
II
Z00. DAD ?kr BOLE
Tomorrow: A stitch in time saves nine.
morally inferior. but sad and deficient
E.KPET
C tiG A
'
THE- WALL oF -rt-E
individuals who were somehow less
LAulic,Ry Room 60
FAEN!
'
V
HE CAN EX15NP HIS
than human.
mooei.
t‘
That attitude was wrong, deceitful
)6.Nuot1/41
and unjust.
Homosexuality is merely a sexual
c:;
) momis
preference. ft does not reflect a lack
DOING
42 Miss Pigg,,
ACROSS
of humanness Gays and lesbians are
TN
!
word
as valid as anybody else. They have
44 Nevada
1 Parch
Answer to Previous Puzzle
the same feelings, goals and dreams.
4 Steak type
resod
KWAI
VIE
46 — a doubt
(hyph wd 1
ON G They have contributed an enormous
amount of good to society as a whole
48 And so on
9 — culpa
IRIS ESS
IRA
GARFIELD
They. too. need love and acceptance.
12 "— — Hear
(Latin abbr
DINO
AT SET A
I urge you to let down the barriers
50 Vegetable
a Waltz?"
S HA
51 More(Sp)
13 Tea variety
IT MAKES ME FEEL
I JUST LOVE THIS
that you are erecting between you and
53 'Taming of
14 Ms. Gardner
TIME OF WEAR
GREEP4 ALL OV-EFt!
E E
your daughter. Rather than shutting
the —"
15 Occupation
A
L
R
A
her out. Open your arms and let her in.
17 "Love Me55 Seinfeld's pal
She
A
was courageous to make the deciV
19 Soccer great
58 Kansas City
sion to "come out." She is. after all,
A
A N
namesalces
your daughter and always will be
61 Cover
21 Mr Caesar
O E
62 Hatcher and
22 Lewis of
I'm afraid that your decision to disA
R
P
Garr
"Ellen"
tance yourself from her will cause
0
L•MAH•V A
64 Inlet
24 Scepter
unnecessary pain and acrimony: it may
65 — Universal
26 Disclosure
AA N YI I
even come back to haunt you in later
66 Awareness
29 Baldwin and
R NER N
years_ Wouldn't it be better for you to
67 Noise
Sir Guinness
12-9(0 1996 United Feature Syndicate
accept her AS A PERSON, instead of
31 PrOcedure
isolating her betause you don't agree
DOWN
33 Gun org
34 Andrews ID
8 -out
with her sexual preferences'?
the Rich and
1 34th pres
35 Playboy
(uses
Famous host
MALLARD FILLMORE
Please think about this. Carefully
2 CD- —
magazine
frugally)
18 Nothing
analyze the consequences of your atti
3 Cry of delight
founder. to
9 Former
20 Plant (seed)
tude. Once you have dealt more effec4 Instrument
some
Raiders
for growing
5 'Gaslight"
tively with your disappointment, per37 "Ransom
coach
22 Louisiana
No, Ef.i...auff cANY
actor
10 Ms Arden
star
haps you will agree that your relation
native
6 — art
39— Mom
11 Swiss river
VON FOR A T/i/R,P Rsest
23 Andes animal with your daughter needs strengthen7 — King Cole
40 Ms Thurman
16 "Lifestyles of
25 Hoover or
ing. not weakening.
Beaver
1
4
5 6
2 3
It is perfectly acceptable to disap
9
7 8
10 11
27 Knights
00 HAvEN'T
CA4E )
prove of her sexual orientation, but
protection
Air)
, ELvi5,
I4011.00P, THE 14A131.V1T
LiKe
12
13
14
28 — Carpenter
don't let that destroy the more impor1.
; FOR 14/14‘Nity"
30 Half a college tant blood-bond between you. In actuNOtAl THAT tHE cAmPlicsrlS
17
15
16
year (abbr )
-; (Tkr iftt'T
al fact, the natural mother-daughter
over, AND I'VE WON
32 Still
alliance may be just beginning.
EXACTI4 A
T. Tea Kit4PA
Enemy
36
. 1996 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
8A08- MAGN6f...
38 TV detective
Hottow
41 Fleet of
warships
DR. GOTT
43 Part of TGIF
31
. iti
iii
45 — University
PEANUTS
(Washington,
id
id
iii
ill
35
DC )
ill
47 Sweet potato
11
ill
42
ill
44
49 O'Donnell of
THAT'S A GOOD
E‘i E VON E SHOULD LISTEN
EVERYONE SHOULD
Scent of a
QUESTION .AND I
TO ME! WHY DOESN'T
LISTEN TO YOU..
Woman"
g_!
THINK
I
AEiREE
EVERYONE LISTEN TO ME?
52 Deposits
53
51
il
YOU/RE R161-IT
54 — water
(
1111
55 Dutch airline
58
56 Man's name
57 Female ruff
Nil
61
64
61
59 Roman 52
ill
60 — Diego
ill
63 TLC'
dispenser
ill
ill
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sank.
Gillespie heads The International Group for Historic Aircraft
Recovery, a nonprofit foundation
based in Wilmington, Del., that
he set up 12 years a20 LO probe
aviation mysteries like Ms.
Earhart's.
He argues that Ms. Earhart's
radio messages show she followed a specific compass reading
that would have taken her over
Nikumaroro, known then as
Gardner Island, as she ran low on
fuel. Reports that she sent radio
messages for three days after failing to reach Howland Island indicate that she and her plane survived any landing, he says.
Scientists at the center, 28
miles northeast of Pittsburgh,
sawed samples from the artifact
and compared them to parts of
four other aluminum airplanes
known to have been built from
the mid-1930s to 1944. They also
bounced X-rays off the metal to
learn more about its composition.
Officials pored separately
through archives to learn if a
barely visible "AD" stenciled on
one side of the relic could identify it as an Alcoa product manufactured at the time Ms. Earhart's
plane was built.
-The analysis of historical documents would indicate that there
is a likelihood it was made prior
to the mid-1940s," said Milton
Milner, the center's manager of
technical standards.
"It doesn't prove anything, but
it also doesn't undermine or go
contrary to Mr. Gillespie's
work," he said.

Pilot insists
plane was spying
NEW YORK (AP)- The former Soviet pilot who shot down a
Korean Air Lines plane in 1983,
killing all 269 people aboard, insists the plane was on a spy mission, according to an newspaper
interview published today.
Thirteen years after KAL
Flight 007 was blasted from the
sky, debate continues about why
the airliner was so far off course
and whether the Soviet air force
recklessly killed those aboard the
plane on Sept. 1, 1983.
Retired Lt. Col. Gcnnady Osipovich, who lives in the Caucasus
region, told The New York Times
he did not mistake the civilian
plane for a military reconnaissance plane.
"I knew this was a civilian
plane," he said. "But for me this
meant nothing. It is easy to turn a
civilian type of plane into one for
military use."
He said his unit was ordered
into the air when the plane - en
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Tests support theory
Earhart landed plane
NEW KENSINGTON. Pa.
(AP)- A jagged scrap of aluminum is probably old enough to
have come from Amelia Earhart's
last flight, preliminary tests
Found, supporting a theory that
she landed on an island before
vanishing 59 years ago.
But metals experts at the Alcoa
Technical Center near Pittsburgh
couldoliot determine the relic's
exact age.
"We can't say it's Amelia's,
but we can't say it's not from
that time period," Victor Zadnik,
a chemist at the center, said
Thursday.
Richard Gillespie, a former
charter pilot and aircraft accident
investigator, found the tray-sized
artifact during a visit in 1991 to
the Republic of Kiribati, a central
Pacific island nation.
Gillespie believes Ms. Earhart,
who was attempting to become
the first woman to fly around the
woyld, and her navigator, Fred
Noonan, landed the Lockheed
Electra on the island of Nikumaroro and died there undiscovered
by would-be rescuers..
"At this preliminary point in
looking at the results of the tests,
I'm optimistic," Gillespie said.
Ms. Earhart's disappearance on
July 2, 1937, has long provoked
conspiracy buffs to theorize about
her failure to arrive as planned on
tiny Howland Island, en route to
Hawaii and Oakland, Calif. They
claim she was spying on possible
Japanese military activities in the
Marshall Islands and fell into Japanese hands. Others say her
plane crashed into the ocean and

. •

route froln Anchorage, Alaska, to
Seoul, South Korea, - crossed
over the Kamchatka peninsula in
northeastern Russia and was
headed toward Sakhalin island
where he was stationed on a secret base.
"For us. that is everything,"
he told The Times. "It means
that we just have to go up and
kill someone."
Western commercial planes
had not before approached the
heavily militarized Soviet region,
but American intelligence planes
often did.
He said he flashed his lights
and fired warning shots to get the
plane to land, but did not attempt
to radio the plane or fully describe the Boeing 747 to ground
controllers.
He did complain that he received a smaller bonus than he
had hoped - equivalent to his
month's salary - for downing
the plane.

DEATHS
Mrs. Sylvia Dell Stone

V/

The funeral for Mrs. Sylvia Dell Stone was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. John Dale officiated. Singing was by singers from Glendale Road Church of Christ
with Curtis Darnall as leader.
Pallbearers were Don Johnson, Kerry Stone, Don Rogers, Bobby
Fike, David Garland and Randy Stone. Burial was in Bazzell
Cemetery.
Mrs. Stone, 78, of Coldwater died Friday, Dec. 6, 1996, at 6:35
p.m. at Westview Nursing Home.
A retired employee of Andover Clothing Co., Mayfield, she was a
member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
She was married Dec. 12, 1931, to James T. Stone who died Nov.
24, 1982. One brother, Wayne Stone, also preceded her in death. Born
Sept. 26, 1918, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
Albert Stone and ha Haneline Stone.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Linda Edwards and husband,
Ted, Lynn Grove, and Mrs. Donna Russell and husband, Gayle, Mayfield; one son, Gerald Stone and wife, Sue, Kirksey; seven grandchildren, Don Johnson, Kimberly Bogard and husband, Terry, Kerry Stone
and wife, Sandra, Randy Stone and wife, Meg, Vanessa Fike and husband, Bobby, Rhonda Rogers and husband, Don, and David Garland
and wife, Renee; 15 great grandchildren; two great-greatgrandchildren.

Jesse E. Bailey
Jesse E. Bailey, 92, Ellis Drive, Murray, died Sunday, Dec. 8, 1996,
at 6:47 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired capenter, he had been employed at Calloway County Lumber Company for many years. He was a member of Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
His wife, Mrs. Opal Miles Bailey, died July I, 1976. Born June 14,
1904, in Stewart County, Tenn., he was the son of the late Jim and
Lee Bailey.
Survivors include two sons, Max Bailey and wife, Wanda, Rt. 3,
Murray, and E.M.(Bud) Bailey and wife, Sylvia, Baton Rouge, La.;
six grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. John Dale and the Rev. Jim
Simmons will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 2 p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Donna Baucum
Mrs. Donna Baucum, 89, Springdale, Ark., formerly of Murray.
died Saturday, Dec. 7, 1996, at Holland Nursing Center, Springdale.
Her husband, W.L. (Bill) Baucum, preceded her in death, Born
March 22, 1907, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
James Hendon and Zora Knight Hendon.
A member of First Baptist Church, Springdale, she was a former
Sunday School teacher and member of the choir of McLean Baptist
Church, Springdale.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jerre Biggs, Springdale, Ark.,
one brother, Perry Hendon, Murray; four grandchildren, Scott Biggs
and Dee Gee Farrell, Springdale, Cathy Hodges, Venice, Ha , and
Jerre Lynn Irwin, Orlando, Fla.; 11 great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 3 p.m. at Hicks Cerneter)
in Calloway County.
Sisco Funeral Home, Springdale, Ark., and J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home of Murray are in charge of arrangements. No local visitation is
scheduled.

Roy Knight
Services for Roy Knight were Sunday at 3 p.m. in the chapel 01
Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Harry Yates officiated
Dwane Jones was organist.
Pallbearers were Tommy Clendenon, Dale Canon, Phillip Morris.
Kenneth Schroader, John Bugdcn and David Bugden. Burial kkas iii
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Knight, 78, South Seventh Street, Murray, died today, Friday.
Dcc. 6, 1996, at 4:40 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Mrs. Lacie Greenfield
Funeral rites for Mrs. Ladle Greenfield were Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Charley Bunn and
John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers included Lane Green, Steve Payne, Jim Payne, Barry
Burton and Bob Melugin. Burial was in Mt. Carmel Cemetery, north
of Kirksey.
Mrs. Greenfield, 95, formerly of Kirksey, died Thursday, Dec. 5,
1996, at 9:12 p.m. at West View.

Billy Pat Scarbrough
A memorial service for Billy Pat Scarbrough will be Tuesday, Dec.
10, at 2 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church.
The'family requests that expressions of sympathy may be made to
Friendship Village of Columbus Scholarship Fund, 5800 Forest Hills
Blvd., Columbus, OH 43231, or a favorite charity.
Mr. Scarbrough, 58, Westerville, Ohio, formerly of Hazel, died Saturday, Nov. 23, 1996.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda Paschall Scarbrough, to
whom he had been married for 40 years; two daughters, Ms. Sherce
Scarbrough, Columbus, Ohio, and Mrs. Cindy Ross and husband, Michael, Westerville, Ohio; one son, Brett Scarbrough, Columbus; his
mother, Mrs. Mildred Scarbrough, Hazel; four sisters, Ms. Sue Scarbrough, Hazel, Ms. Glenda Hughes and Mrs. Kathy Farris, Murray,
and Mrs. Judy Hamilton, Mayfield; one brother, Joe Scarbrough, Orlando, Fla.; five grandchildren.
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